Faculty protest JMU support of beauty pageant
'Beauty pageants are kind of frivolous form institute of higher education9
By VANCE RICHARDSON
It was billed as the first annual Miss James
Madison University Pageant. But if a large number
of faculty members here have their way, the pageant
held in Wilson Hall Sunday will be the last.
Fifty-seven faculty members signed a petition
circulated within the various academic departments
here Friday. The petition, which is reprinted on page
23 of today's paper, was delivered to The Breeze over
the weekend. It said the "presence on campus of a
'Miss America' pageant undermines values important to an academic community."
Susan Durrin, a senior communication arts major
here, won the pageant and the $1,500 first-place
scholarship to JMU. The Miss JMU Pageant is a
preliminary to the Miss Virginia and Miss America
pageants.
Anne LyndrVgk. the pageant's director, said the
university was trying to make the contest selfsupporting through ticket sales, but added that she

doubted JMU would break even. She denied there
was anything inappropriate in holding the contest
here. "I don't think there's anything more wrong with
a girl getting a scholarship for this, than a boy getting
a scholarship for football. It's the girls choice," she
said, "and I don't think there's anything wrong with
it."
\

Winner's photo on Page 2
OF THE 18 signatories reached hy telephone, only
three declined to comment on the petition. Most of
the signatories contacted objected to the university's
support and hosting of the pageant, not the idea of the
beauty pageant itself.
Gary Crowther said be wouldn't object to the
holding of a beauty contest "as an activity that a
student group or individual group had asked to be
housed by the university." His objection was to the

l.lttc™V, M«rt

pageant being "coordinated and promoted" by the
university. Furthermore, Crowther felt the pageant
did nothing to "advance recognition that young men
and women have an equal claim in a campus community to be judged in terms of their intellectual
skills.
Several faculty members, such as Stan Ulanski
questioned how the contest contributed to the "betterment of the university. I don't see how it (the
pageant) involves, affects, or influences the whole
student body," he said.
"The university should be primarily an academic
and intellectual enterprise/ John Sweigart said.
Although he said he had no objection to "this type of
activity," be did obiect to the "impression thafthe
pageant is university sponsored."
There were several faculty members who were
opposed to beauty pageants in general.
(Continued on Page 11)
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'Finally../
...WAS STEVEv
STIELPER'S
immediate
reaction to the Duke's first
win over the Virginia Commonwealth Unlverstty Rams
Saturday night in Godwin
Hall. Stielper. JMU's leading
scorer with 19 points, took
down the net after the Duke*'
53—SI overtime win In front of
a capacity crowd.

PNrtoby Gtno Ml

Blacks request better re
By CINDY ELMORE
Complaining
that i the
University Program Board
does not schedule quality
events for blacks on campus,
the Black Student Alliance is
requesting the creation of a
UPB minority affairs committee at James Madison
University.
<
(
"We were promised two
significant cultural activities
a semester, but black students
said they (the UPB) weren't
living up to the agreement,"
Billy Henderson, BSA vice
president said. "We would
have two events, but they
T would be unpopular groups.
You can imagine how; we feel
/

when UPB says, "that's your
concert for the semester."
An agreement to provide
black-oriented programming
was made several years ago
between the UPB and black
students as the result of a
protest at JMU, calling for
more black-oriented courses,
programming
and
instructors.
A UPB minority affairs
committee,if formed, should
have its own budget and pay
for half the expenses of blackoriented programming
Henderson said. UPB would
Ky the other half, and any
ises would be divided
equally between the two

groups, he added.
"THEY
(THE
BSA)
complain that we don't do
enough for them, but wtktry
and find things they like,"
Suzanne
McVay,
UPB
president said. "We ask them
to come in for input, and they
won't do it. Maybe we're
asking the wrong people."
Part of the recent controversy stems from BSA
attempts to schedule Max
Robinson,
Chicago
anchorman for ABC News, to
speak at JMU for Black
Emphasis Month in February.
The
BSA
asked
for
Robinson's $5,000 fee from
UPB. "
'

"We just can't band out
$5,000 to any group on campus," McVay said, so the
group lowered their request to
$2,500 and asked the Student
Government Association for
$1,000 and Dr. Donald McConkey, dean of the School of
Fine
Arts
and
Communications, for additional
funds.
McConkey
agreed
to
provide funds for remaining
expenses if BSA could raise
about $4,000 from other
sources, according to Monica
Jones, Black Emphasis Month
coordinator.
However, the SGA finance
committee refused to grant

funding until the UPB did the
same, and UPB did not make
any monetary commitments,
she added.
In addition, Robinson's
agent refused to sign a contract before Jan. 1 and
declined to state a definite
price for his appearance.
"WE DIDN'T have enough
money to get what we wanted," Henderson said. "Black
students, were mad."
The dispute was partially
settled before Christmas
vacation, since the BSA
agreed not to wait for
(Continued on Page 19)
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JMU seeks fund transfer to athletic
By LANCE ROBERTS
The
James - Madison
*!niversit^ Board of Visitors is
seeking the state's permission
to transfer funds planned for
expansion of Godwin Hall for
use on additional seating in
the indoor athletic faculty
under construction across
Interstate 81.
About $2.1 million has been
allocated for the
new
recreation center and another
$2 million from Godwin funds
would be used toward expanding seating.
The movable seats in the
new facility would provide a

capacity of 6,500 for basketball games and 7,500 for
concerts,
including 1,500
folding seats. Godwin Hall
seals less than 5,000.
"The original building plan
would have had seating for
1,900," acordtng to Fred
Hilton, assistant to the vice
president
for
university
relations.
HILTON SAID, that installing movable seats in the
new recreation facility is
more economical than expanding Godwin Hall.
Funds for the new building

and the funds being transferred have already been
approved by the Virginia
General Assembly. All money
will be raised by revenue
bonds which are replaced
through university fees.
At this time, the only
facilities planned for the new
building are aa indoor track
that will surround a basketball court. Additions such as
locker rooms, concessions
stands, offices and rest rooms
would have to be added on to
the shell of the building.
"There will probably have
to be some mechanical ad-

justments to accommodate
lighting for television and
radio broadcast capabilities,"
Director of Intercollegiate
Athletics Dean Ehlers said.
"But at this time it has not
been
determined
which

«4

sports, if any, would practice
or play there."
Three thousand; parking
Saces could be placed outside
e new building to alleviate
the parking problem for
athletic events.

NEW RELEASES
Neil Young
"Live Rust"
Pink Floyd "The Wall"
Little Feat
"Down on the Farm"
Aerosmith
"Night in the Ruts"
U.F.O.
"No Place to Run"
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GooermusM ai
Great Prices"
M-T-W-S
9:30-6
JWWlf<r Young

THE JAMES MADISON University Board of
Visitors has requested permissisa from the
state of Virginia to transfer II million
aUscatoi far expenskn of Godwin Hall. If

approved the money would be used to expand
the seating capacity of the new athletic facility
now under construction across 1-81.
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NEW YEAR SPECIALS
The Savings Are
Snowballing At

■^■Littefacquet
30 % Off All Warmups
20% Off All Ladies Tennis
dresses, Skirts, Shirts, Shorts
& Morris Tenr^s
Shorts & Shirts. ***'
Sale Runs Thru Sat.
Hours: Tues. - Sat. 10:00 - 5:00
Gloseb Mondays
■35 E.Water St.
Across from Land/Sea Passages
»*^vw*^wvvv

^^A^A/WVW^^*^^

YOU CAN EAT SPECIALS
SUN-THURS 4-9 pm
•^o

Sun
Mon
Tues
Thurs

Pizza 6Y Salad Bar
2.95
Spaghetti & Salad Bar 2.95
Pizza & Salad Bar
Chicken &1 Veg.^
"^iCOS&Sabd Bar
Sun-Thurs 11-1 am Fri&Sot 11-3 am

THE VILLAGE PUB
downtown Harrisonburg

2.95
2.95
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SGA opts for contracts, checks, in booksale
7 felt some things had to be changed for it to be done again9
By TRICIA FISCHETT1
The use of contracts and
reimbursement by check are
two of the changes the Student
Government
Association
booksale has undergone mis
semester.
"At the end of the last
booksale, I felt some things
had to be changed for it to be
done again," Dave Martin,
SGA president said.
Under the new contract
system, students list their
books for sale, along with
their name, address, and
telephone number on one
sheet One card is filled out to
be taped onto each book.
This system replaces the
former three-card system.
"Contracts make it easier for
the student," Martin said
"and easier for the SGA
workers since they don't have
to cross-file cards."
Also on the booksale contract is a statement that must
be signed by the student which
acknowledges that the SGA
"is not responsible for any lost
or misplaced books and that
all sales are final"
This agreement itself is not
new, according to Martin, but
this semester marks the first
time it has been written and
*

jMJWH'-Tft-Mtay.

Ptxrto by Bin Tarantato

A $50,000 TURNOVER is expected in this semester's used booksale.
"IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHnillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

been stolen or misplaced in
previous booksales, security
is still very limited. "We try to
keep as little red tape involved
as possible," Martin said. "I

lllllllirMIIHIIMIIIIIIHNIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII

still believe that 98 percent of
the students use it in good
faith."
For the first time, the SGA
will write checks to reimburse
students who have sold their
books in the sale. "Writing
checks will cut down on our
losses and hopefully be easier
for
everyone
involved,"
Martin said.
The JMU booksale, which is
one of the few sales in Virginia
which students do not have to
pay to use, has grown in
participation every semester
- since it was started four years
ago, according to Martin.
Last semester's sale had
some $34,000 in turnover, and
Martin predicts the current
one may have about 160,000.
The SGA, which covers all
the expenses for the sale,
expects a loss of between 1500
to $l,ooo, Martin added.
"As the sale grows, we need
more and more people to help
us," be said. The SGA sent out
letters last week to other JMU
organizations asking for their
help in operating the booksale,
which runs from Jan. 7—18.
All work is done on a volunteer
basis.
The booksale opened Jan.
7-9 for the collection of books
on the Warren University

*J^,^~
5
Students may pick up unsold
_ -a.'--■■■*"

books or receive reimbursement
this
Monday
through Friday, between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m.
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NATIONAL ACUI INTERCOLLEGIATE
TOURNAMENT PROGRAM
Billiards

IN W.U.U. GAME ROOM ON January 15

p. IB.

Bowling-Mens —
Bowling-Womens

5:M

AT VALLEY LANES ON January 15 -17

AT VALLEY LANES ON January 18 -17

BackgammonChess
—
Frisbee

IN W.U.U. MEETING ROOM A ON January 14
6:00 p.m.

IN W.U.U. MEETING ROOM B ON January 14
«:«© p.m.

TO

BE

ANNOUNCED!

*-

c

•

fr

IN W.U.U. SOUTH BALLROOM ON January If
7:H p.n.
'

Freebies!

REGISTER AT W.U.U. INFORMATION DESK

tJSESFtE? "*

AB0VE TOUR

Pinball & AAonoploy Tournaments

-

No Entrance Fee
HIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIII
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Schedules soon may be arranged by computer
By LOUIS EACHO
In the near future, students
probably will have their class
schedules determined by a
computer, instead of the
present system of pulling
class cards, according to the
dean of admissions and
records here.

faculty," she added. Though
students obviously
don t
receive every class they sign
up for, the adjustments that
must be made at the beginning of each semester have
been minimal, she said. .

. Even though there were "no
Apparent problems or delays"
in registration this past week,
a "one-line system" that
would arrange class schedules
through a'computer terminal
output is being developed to
begin operation within the
next few years, Dr. Fay
Reubush said.
scheduling
While
"no
system can be perfect and
give each student every class
he wants at just the right
time," this computer system
could
complete
every
schedule for the following
semester during the current

m#MZ ■**'

/

manageable and less complex
The advance registration
system, which began in the
spring of 1978 at students'
request, has "helped us work
toward the most efficient
system for students and

./

pnoto by Ctorlm A. F«xl©

necessary ' adjustments for
classes that have been filled
or courses they need to add or
drop, but they would also
know before they left school at
the end of each semester what
scheduling problems they
would have to consider,
Reubush noted.
With 6,391 students out of
the approximately
8,300
enrolled completing the preregistration process last fall,
registration became more

"CANIREALLY makeltto«n8a.m. geology lab or not?"

YttJ'U «T A LIT MtftC
tUT %f YUM CtUMC
UUC4TI%N WIKN Y%U
>The Art of Military Leadership-2Credit Hour*
Leadership Lab
001
002

MISC220
MISC901
■■fit

-OCredit Hours
1050-1140 TT G103 A
1340-1430 TT G103 A
1500-1700 Th G343
^riir*.

r
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'
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Photo by CharlM A. Fazio

STUDENTS ARRANGE remaining course schedules.

Washington Post
For campus delivery call:
Jeff Valler 433 - 5466
For off - campus delivery call
- Olson Davis 833 - 4381

SUNSHINE
SPORTS

• Ski Equipment • Ski \
Repair • Ski Rentals'
• Custom Lettering •Full
Line of Trophies #Sports
wears Ski Rentals (Call 434-7679
"•v :

'

; ■..■.r

!

.124 S. Main Across From Elbow Rm

MISC 220 examines the dynamic leadership interaction
model in depth. Students have the opportunity to get a
closer look at themselves through self-testing. Small
group leadership problems are examined, group life
cycles are studied and the realities of the leadership
problem are discussed. The problems and coping
mechanisms which result from organizational and.
bureaucratic systems are examined MISC 001 is a
leadership practicum, Basic Military skills, such as
rappelling, orienteering, and pistol and rifle
marksmanship are learned, while applied leadership
skills are examined and practiced. If you have
questions, call 433-6264 or stop by Godwin Hall, Room
335.
, •

Computer Works has
moved to the
Rolling Mills
Shopping ^jfJMET^ Visit us
Center, y^
T*s^
now for a
i£b\r
"hands-on"
JySM S^
demonstration of
^^l^y ^Annle Texas Instrument
^E%s^
and Interact computers
*'

CDfTlPUTEfliWDPlhS
East Ma'kM.Street, Hawsonhp((l '. 434 1120

. . .

> . .
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New police director stresses security awareness
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highest crime rate in Connecticut, higher per capita
than that of New York City.
Since the University of
Bridgeport is an urban
campus, city streets and
sidewalks cross the campus,
and outsiders have a right to

By VANCE RICHARDSON
Expanding the awareness
Kograms already existing
re is one of the major goals
of James Madison University's new director of campus
police and safety.
"If people aren't aware of
how to secure their person and
Eroperty, we are limited as to
ow much we can do to protect
them," Alan D. MacNutt said.
Holding informal discussion
sessions and putting up
posters are just two of the
ways he hopes to keep
people's minds on protecting
their personal property.
MacNutt served as director
of public safety at the
University of Bridgeport in
Connecticut from 1975 until
coming to JMU at the
beginning of January. He
received nis bachelor's degree
from Franklin and Marshall,
graduated from the Pennsylvania,. .State- .rPolice.
»• —■

7 was the safety
department
—me, myself and f

-NtfMjfrveC .......

» Pennsylvania
nia state trooper
for four years.
ALTHOUGH THE
University of Bridgeport is
about the same size as JMU,
MacNutt noted several differences between the two
universities. The city of
Bridgeport has the third

with safety matters at
Bridgeport-but
MacNutt
made time, often working
overtime.
"Here
my
responsibility is in the area of
safety—how to improve on
safety and cut down on crimerelated instances.

Piwto by Bill TggMgjp

CRIME IS EASIER to control at JMU. according to Alan MacNutt, new police director.

DUE TO THE "high calibre
personnel" of the police force
here, and the "efficient
manner" in which they »rform their duties, MacNutt
believes the university's
security force is "more than
be within the geographical adequate...they're outarea of the campus.
standing." He cited good
Crime is easier to control at
personnel as a major factor in JMU than at Bridgeport his decision to come to JMU.
because the university has
Another factor in his
total control over the streets
moving to Harrisonburg was
and confines of the campus
the similarity in background
here, MacNutt said. This is a
and
philosophy between the
great advantage for security,
people who live here and those
he added, because the police
who live in Lancaster, Pa.
department can challenge
where MarNuttwa^tosAool
...
' people who don't belong, bare
IRvgef*- ■•
^i^tfcr isdv, .A<-^rt Jmt,-»
life I en- ~
is that there is a director of
joyed," he commented
safety here, Richard Garber,
MacNutt's wife, originally
states
MacNutt.
At
from Harrisonburg, will be
Bridgeport, MacNutt's staff
joining him here shortly when
was involved almost, exthe house they are building at
clusively with security. "I was
Massanutten
Village
is
the safety department—me,
finished around the first of
myself and I."
February.
Fighting crime everyday
left little room for dealing

When do you say Budweiser ?
□ When I think about pizza.

American
Cancer Society.
Call us for help.
THIS SPACE

coNimeurto BY r* PueiisHt■

O When my wallet says I can't afford pizza.

[J When the delivery guy leaves three large pizzas
(with everything) at my door by mistake.

Budweiser,
BUSCH

• iocFKSC cr^c-ctr^s of
novels, plays and poems.
• review quickly for exams.

..*. '.-- * --* •-

Come in today! We have
more than 200 Cliffs Notes
titles to help improve your
grades and save time.
\

Actually, anytime'* the right time to say Budweiser.
And when you do, you've really said It all!
RT. U NORTH. ?0. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHQM£>f703i24&-813-1 ■■■>.> ..r^v^-v.-** - ■*>.■ "'

-.• •*, •••'•-

iff? v
* c
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Radiator effectiveness evaluated
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Effectiveness of radiator
regulators installed in the
Blues tone dorms in 1976 is now
being revaluated, according
to. Jim Auckland,, conservation engineer at James
Madison University.
"They have caused quite a
bit of trouble," said Phil
Deane, building repairs and
maintenance supervisor at
JMU. "They didn't last as
long as I felt they should
have."
Sirrine
Company,
an
engineering firm, conducted a
campus-wide study in 1975 on
the use of energy here, and
recommended the valves be
installed, Auckland said
However, the particular
valves the firm recommended
cost four dollars more than
the ones that the State Purchasing Office chose to
..provide JMU. SCCordingto^
purchased on a state contract,
he said, and the university
ended up with the less expensive ones.

Bluestone dorms have individual radiators in each
room. Before the valves were
installed, room temperature
could be regulated only by
opening and closing a valve.

We need to update
our syttemi
The purpose of the radiator
regulators
was
to
automatically open and close
the valves to control room
temperature between 68 and
72 degrees, Auckland said.
"They were designed to
regulate heat more evenly,"
he added, "but some are not
functioning correctly."
Auckland noted that his
office often gets calls from
residents in the Bluestone
dorms complaining that their
i 'v.■,-»»*»>r^B0O-Jpoti *»■—v■
students open their windows
when the room becomes
stuffy, thus wasting energy,
he said.

Three
varieties
of
regulators were used, he said,
at an average cost of $20 per
room, including both the valve
and the labor.
Installation was a gradual
process. Cleveland, Sheldon,
Spotswood, Converse, Varner.
Ashby and parts of Wilson and
Keezell now
have the
regulators, he said, vSeveral steps are being
taken to combat the apparent
failure of the regulators,
Auckland explained. Some of
the units are being replaced,
at times by putting the old
handwheel back oa
A survey was conducted in
Cleveland dorm, and other
dorms will be surveyed in the
future as to the effectiveness
of the regulators, he said.

„*u
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"We need to update the
systems,"
OS,. '>~~~~
not designed to save energy,
were
Aucklar
indsaid. "They
""
put out when energy was
cheap."

Resident Advisor Positions Available
for 1980-1981 academic Year

»
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THE STATE PURCHASING OFFICE recommended Inadequate
radiator regulator device* in II7t, resulting in a $20 per room
expenditure by JMU.

Available immediately
Large 4 - bedroom house

A. Applciations are avialable in the Office of
Residence Halls - Alumnae Hall, or any
Residence Hall Office.

near JMU

B. All applicatons must be completed and
returned to the Office of Residence Halls Alumnae Hall - by January 18, 1980.

M-

Gas heat, large backyard.

C.
A position description, information
regarding specific qualifications, and a
financial remuneration scale will be included
with each application

Want To Be An RA.????

Contact: 434 - 4135

MARK • IT

after 6 p.m.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiii
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formerly the Crazy Top Shop

Donut
Man

Featuring: TOPS FOR EVERYONE
-

•from Fashion tops to T-shirts (long &
short stefcve) ari3 other accessories

t Rt 33 East

• SPECIALIZING IN TRANSFERS *
-lettering and numbering
<ustom printing -Greek lettering
NOW INTRODUCING:NIGHT SHIRTS-SOCCER SHIRTS
XXL & XXXL T- shirts
^Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from any:
slide
-drawing
album cover
photo
clipping
color or blk/wht.

across from Valley Mall
434-6404
OPEN 24 HOURS

SERVING 55 VARIETIES OF DONUTS.
DONUTHOLES, * FANCIES.
BEST CHILI IN TOWN, DELICIOUS NEW
ENGLAND
CLAM
CHOWDER
AND
VEGETABLE SOUP
^-*

DONUT MAN DONUT DEAL!!!!
Buy a Dozen Get 4 Donuts FREE!

.

Hours: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
Located in Valley Maff

434-4824

;_

Good Jan. 15 - 21
with coupon

i—,_—,—.—... .-....-■■,
mmimimimiimiTHimiHn^^

^
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Imported Car 6 Truck Parts
Your Import Parts
Headquarters
in The Valley
Winter is here!
Time To Get Your Sporrs
or Imported Car In Shape For The
Fun Months Ahead. We Have
Owner's Manuals For Over 100
Makes-$8.95. We Have A Large
Number Of Hard-To-Get Parts In
Stock For VW, Flat. Datsun, Brit.

Ley land, Toyota, Saab, Volvo,
Honda, and Others
Call & See If We Have
What You Need!
Waterman & Chicago

433-2534
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b* bald April ?3,
■a* C wood., tU-
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Phi Beta Lambda
Anyone interested in joining
a fun and active business club
should attend the meeting of
Phi Beta Lambda, Thursday,
8:00 p.m. in meeting room D
on the mezzanine.

Writing lab
The General Writing Lab
offers individualized help to
students writing papers or
reports, studying for essay
exams, writing letters or
resumes, and preparing to
take the GRE, GMAT, or
LSAT. For further Information call Mrs. Hoskins at
6401 or stop by Sheldon 112.

Future Student

Mnk nK«n

RUt •
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tB th* pl»n«t*rlui>.
<wH otftrwX. Call
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three entries. Each entry
should be identified with
name, address, title, and
price. Materials should be
sent in a sturdy, re-usable
package with return postage
and insurance. A selfaddressed, stamped envelope
should also be enclosed.
Entries should be tent to
Exposure Time IV, Duke Fine
Arts
Center,
JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807. All
entries must arrive no later
than Feb. 4. All work Will be
insured during the exhibition,
but JMU will not be responsible for damage or loss
during shipment. For further
information, contact Michael
Brodsky at 433-6216.

W.ter.afcty course

scriptions to Broadcasting
Magazine mis semester.
Subscriptions will be taken at
WMRA, Burruss Hall. Bring a
check, payable to Alpha
Epsilon Rho, or money to
WMRA, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.,
through Friday.

PACE applications
Applications for the PAGE
examination (for employment
with the Federal Government) are available in the
Career Planning 4 Placement
Office. Application filing
period: Jan. 2 to Feb. 15 only.

Women

'»

Gr0

»P»

teachers

-;£•>-

'Teachers: If you are, planning
to teach during the first or
second block of fall semester
(1980), you must pick up your
applications in the student
teaching office, Maury 112.
Applications must be completed and returned to the
student teaching office no
later than Friday.

Alpha Epsilon Rho

: FEASTC?!
2

-All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar

• Hit

>MTJ 11

a a qajEEO

LUIGI'S
****PIZZERIA***>

Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
National Broadcasting
honorary society, is conducting their membership
drive for second semester.
Applications are open to individuals majoring in radioTV-film who have achieved at
least three hours of a
broadcasting course (excluding core courses); have at
least a 3.6 G.P.A. in broadcasting classes and a 2.0
overall G.P.A. Applications
are available at the Burruss
Hall radio station, or at the
television film center. For
more information, call Mark .
Goff, AERho president, ext.
6221,. weekdays. Applications
will be accepted through
Thursday, January 31st at 3
p.m.

Photographic exhibition

Presents:

* * Chicago Style Pizzas * *
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Old Mill 8. Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
plus your Favorite import beers
At two Locations:
No. 1 1010 S. Main 433-1101
(in front of Campus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting af 6pm.-11pm. Mon. -Thurs.
* last call 10:30*
No. 2 1059 S. High Call 433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKE OUT *
Hours : open 7 days a week
Sun. -Thurs til. Midnight
Fri.-Sat. til 2 am
i1

Entries are being accepted
for the "Exposure Time TV"
juried photographic exhibition
to be held at JMU, Feb. 11-29.
The^exhibitioo, -"wisored by
the JMU art department, is
open to any artist. There will
be $350 in award money. Any
photographic process will be
accepted for the exhibition
with no size limitations, but all
work must be mounted. There
will be a $5 fee payable to
"Exposure Time IV" for up to

"Department of Parks &
Recreation
and
the
Harrisonburg
Rockingham
County Chapter, American
Red Cross, have combined
efforts to provide a Water
Safety Instructor course for
those students and area
residents
interested
in
American Red Cross instructor certification. The
course will be conducted on
Tuesday and Thursday nights
7 to 10 p.m., Feb. 5—April 17,
in Keezell Pool on the JMU
campus. Registration will be
held at the Recreation
Department
office,
in
Westover Park, MondayFriday, 9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
For more information or to
register
contact
James
Sowers, 433-9168 (office) or
434-7273 (home).

Broadcasting club
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
National Broadcasting
Honorary Society, will hold
their first meeting of the
semester 6:15 p.m. Wednesday in Room D of the
Campus Center.

Wesley Founation
films
"Minnie Remembers" and
"The Highest Bidder," films
dealing with the issue of living
life fully, will be shown at
Wesley Foundation's
Fellowship meeting 6:30 p.m.
"» edpewto v at 690 S-UfcU. 3i.

Wesley Bible Study will follow
at 8:00 p.m.

JMU chorus
Any interested students or
faculty members are invited
to sing in the JMU chorus, a
non-audition choral group
under the direction of David
A. Watkins. The chorus meets
Mondays and Wednesdays,
4.30 to5:45 in room DM209 of
Duke Fine Arts Center and
will give a spring concert
April 22. Students may
register for the chorus and
receive one credit for participation. Those interested
should come to the next
Monday
or
Wednesday
rehearsal. For more information contact David
Watkins or Ruth Warinner,
office DM214, phone 6375.

Physics
The Physics Dept is
sponsoring a seminar entitled
'Technical
Problems
of
Nuclear Power Systems—A
Post-Three
mile
Island
Evaluation,"4:00 p.m. Jan. 21
in Miller Hall, room 109. The
speaker is Andrew Robeson,
Professor ; «f
Nuclear
Engineering at VP.I.

Broadcasting magazine

Planetarium

Alpha Epsilon Rho will be
selling student rate sub-

The
Spring
I960
Planetarium offers presentations on Thursdays at 7 and
8 p.m. The schedule includes:
Jan. 17—Feb. 14 The Universe
of Dr. Einstein, Feb. 21—
March 27 Geared to the Stars.

SOUTHHAMPTON
COIN LAUNDRY
Tired of waiting in line
for your dornrs washer?
Come to Southhamptc
and end your wait.
1425 S. Main 43*-5-260
UP/./'
VwWWTTnr ( r .

Counselina
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center during
spring semester to discuss
issues of concern to women.
Interested students contact
Dr. Teresa Gonzalez at the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center—8552.

i ni jm

Water polo
Any person interested in
playing water polo should
meet Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9-10 p.m. in
Godwin Hall Savage Pool. If
you have any questions, call
Vic Peck at 5617 or Fred Jolly

■r.'.'i'Vv' .v.' 'w*' *:*• w
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SCHEV reverses prior decision,
approves money for JMUdorm
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Reversing
an
earlier
decision, the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia
(SCHEV) granted approval
for a 11.9 million dormitory at
James Madison University.
The state council rejected
the building project in September on the grounds that
off-campus housing could
suffice for the needs of the
university, according to Fred
Hilton, JMU assistant to the
vice president of university
relations.
Reversal of the decision was
due in part to a personal
reonest from JMU President
nonwu vender who appeared
before the state council in

November, Hilton said.
SCHEV's proposal must be
approved by the General
Assembly
before
the
university can start construction of the new dorm.
According
to
William
Jackaraeit, director of institutional research here, the
£tate legislature
usually
accepts
the
council's
- decisions.
If funds are allocated and
the dorm is built, it will
provide at least 136 and
possibly as many as 200 additional on-campus residence
ball spaces, according to Lin
Rose, director of housing
here. .
"We have the student

A&p
Old Millvygukee 12Qz. cans-*
6pak 1.69
Pepsi Colas 8pak 160z. bottles
1.09 plus eposit
Ann Page Tomato Juice
46oz. Can .69
Campbell's Chicken Noodle soup
— ....'

4(10%oz.) cans 1.00

Heinz Tomato Ketchup
Mt. Olive Kosher Dills

population that could use the
space generated by one moreresidence hall," Rose said.
"We house very few transfer
students and the freshmen
class has been limited."
IF THE General Assembly
approves the request, construction of the dorm, to be
located off Cantrell Avenue
down from Wine-Price, would
probably begin in the summer, Hilton said, and "if
everything works right," the
dorm could be ready for use in
the fall of 1961.
The facility will be financed
primarily through funds
raise/) by renHno3*—». —M^** V
to students, a *" university
spokesman said.

MIDWAY
l§7 Warsaw Ave.
One block west of JMU's
Front Entrance
434-7948
>*••■

Stroh's Cans 6 pk
Schmitts 6 pk
Budweiser 6 pk

2.02

1.59
2.02

OPEN Tit 12 NIGHTLY

SETTING YOUR SIGHTS
ONHIGHERGRADt
-A PLACE
TO FOCUS

'■'tmr, .1-. -.<.

Courses Available In

39oz. .99
quart .99

Chef Boy-ardee frozen
Pizzas 14oz. .99
Orei do French Fries 21b pkg

.69

Premium Nabisco Saltines

.69

Nabisco Oreo Sanl^vich cremes .99
Gwaltay Great dogs lb

.99

Bananas 4lb

i oo

•College Level Reading
Techniques Increase
speed and comprehension of
textbook material
Time Management and Study
Skills Taking Lecture Notes
Studying Textbooks Memory &
Concentration Preparing for i
and taking Exams

Ann Page Yogart Fruit On

■Btt -

the bottom 8oz .37
A&P Assorted lunch Meats 30 pkg .39
Gwaltny Sausages
Lettuce 39

lb 1.09
.39 hedd
1.29

A&P lib Bologna .

Broccoli

.78

12ozCelo tomatoes

.59
■*■

•

Aditional Programs to Improve Spelling, J
Writing , and Math Skills
Tutors Available for Several JAAU Subject
Areas
.

«

For more information Call 6552,
Counseling and Student Development Center,
— 2nd Floor Alumnae

"' • .
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OEflRflnce
15 % Discount to
all students with IB
on regular price
items (mus* s^°w'D)

Great Savings on JMU
T- shirts, Jackets, Shorts,
Sweat tops and Pants.

20 - 40 % OFF an Warm ups Jelenk, Winning Ways, Pacific Trail, and Spalding.
SPECIAL - Adidas Warm ups Reg. $99.95 NOW $53.00
>.v*-

•

-*> *v

■■

>.*',

The Moutains are covered. Just the signal
you've been waiting for. It's the perfect time to
visit the Attic.
>*~qtyl*f<4-i '-

SJCV

on sale.

.-,».-.' ■::-.' . .it

/.'. r '" «.■•- • -

-

-,

». 't-Sr-si,
.-..

■ "%+

Suit yourself or someone you love.

So when it starts to snow, the place to go is

Athletic Attic.

UP TO 40 % OFF MOST STYLES'
^■^.■^»-»»*^>^T»'^»"»,v*'v,y,»*»vvv^^

<,'<,'<,'<»'V'**'>**>**>**+>*>**>**<*>******>*w*fr*1 »>i(w^^^****^*^

Career
Planning

I

Valley Mall 434 - 3690

Workshop Schedules Available in Office

Placement
Alumnae Hall, 2nd floor, 433 • 6229
January Recruiters

Resumes, Applications, Interviews
SPECIAL : " How to Find A Job "
(Job Connection Swapshops) if you don't
know where to start, no one is responding to
your letters, and the personnnel office is
discouraging... Attend this workshop.

,

1 Jan. 30 or
Feb. 26
March 12
March 27

Schedules up 3 weeks ahead.
1-15

Cuipepper County Sen. - Henrico County Sen.

lib

Burroughs Wellcome Co. - XEROX Corp. - U.S. Marines

1-17 Bluebell - U.S. Marines

-careers in Political Science, Public Administration, Art, Eng
ministration.
English. Speech Coram.
approximately 100 p.p.
p. each

1-22 Spotsylvania County Sen.
1-23 Fluvanna County Sch.

Social Services & Arts Councils, Literature,
forVA.

1-24 Warren County
1-28 Woodward-Lothrop

Job Hunting Career Information

p

1-29 Richmond City Sen. - U.S. Navy
. ,
1-30 Southern States Coop. - Postsmouth City Sch - U.S. Nivy
1-31 R.R. Donnelley & Sons - U.S. Navy

SENIORS : You can sign up for interviews
and receive vacancies when your
placement file is in.

**m****+v+i***»***i^^

*»•*■*
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Judicial Council
planned for Greeks

V*

">

By TERESA CAVINE88
Greeks here will have their
own council to deal with
Greek-rdated incidents if a
Greek Judicial Board is approved by the University
Judicial Control Board this
month.
The Board, which has been
in the planning stages since
last September, win serve all
Greek chapters as a mediator
on infractions or rule infringements, according to
Donna Warner, Assistant •
Dean of Students.
Not more than two to three
cases are expected to comebefore the proposed board
each semester, Warner said.
Such a case might involve any
Greek policy and will be
decided by a group of peers
from the Greek community.
Students may appeal the
Board's ruling to the administration,
A potential incident might
arise if one Greek Row,
•^v%»tetnily » kalsi^ - --f^..
and people inadvertantly go
into another fraternity house,
Warner said. In the past, such
occurrances
have
been
handled by the individual
presidents, but the Board will
be available If the problem
cannot be worked out unofficially.
An advisor from each
chapter may represent the
group, which will only meet

when an incident arises. A
recent proposal allows for a
graduate student to compile
the cases to be heard.
The JMU Board is being
modeled after one such institution at San Diego State in
California.
Although the Greek Board
will be available for cases,
individual bouse managers or
presidents will be encouraged
to work out conflicts within
their sororities or fraternities
first, Warner saidMost of the concern already
expressed
by
Greek
presidents involves bow the
Board will affect individual
chapters. However, Warner
foresees no significant change
in the chapters if the Greek
%>ard is adopted..
The Board is still being
considered by the individual
fraternity
and
sorority
presidents and will be
ited toaJoint meeting of

and fresh baked garlic bread
13.50 salad bar 1.25 extra

DRAFT BEER 25 cents!!!!
All Nite With The Meal!!

Complete
Ski Rentals I

51 Court Square 434-2809

SKIS, BOOTS
& POLtS
Day $8.00
Night $4.50
y.-*+t,-. ~.

sideration. The proposal will
men go to the administration
for final approval.
If the Board is implemented
this semester, it wul be on a
trial basis and will be
evaluated at the end of the
semester for weaknesses or
problems that may not have
been foreseen when the
proposal was drafted.

WOQDY'S
SPORTS
WORLD
in Valley Mall

1 433 - 2244 \

IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR

3 hr. scholarship

2 Feature Editors

......................................................

If you've got talent, we want to see it. And then
we'll let you show it to the wortd at The Old Country?
Busch Gardens,® in Williamsburg, Va.
During our 1980 Audition Tour we'll be looking for
more singers, dancers, musicians, costume characters, mimes, jugglers, puppeteers and light and
sound technicians than ever before.,
Show off your talent to thousands of visitors
daily in one of seven stage productions or six
"street Shows" in our unique European theme
setting. And with the addition of our brand new
country, Italy, our world just got bigger. And so
did yours.
You'll work with other outstanding talents and
earn a good salary while you're at it.
Soget your act together and show it to us.

0UJCH GAADCHV
WUUMMUM*

Accompanist, record player and cassette recorder will be available.
An equal opportunity employer M/F/H

»

7Vi hr. scholarships

SCUBA DIVING

Experienced persons submit letter of application. Graphics
applicants must submit portfolio
deadline Tues. Jan. 22
OFTW faSTOfPeS

The world is waiting.

Audition date:
Harrisonburg, Va.
Tues. Jan. 15,1-5 p.m.
James Madison University
Room 356 Folk Dance Studio
Godwin Hall
Then get ready to show it to the world.

Graphics Editor

229 North Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
433-2721

-,, foH* N°v% Sez;
r

COLLEGE NITE

ALL the Homemade Spaghetti
YOU CAN EATS ,

The Breeze

I 6|0CC NtfW

EDEN'S

SKI
RENTALS

-4^ you nri*»» » **»■*• u* n^ro v** ncv>
KJL. Pit IC i irm I «m r*- r*tfCL.Ytt_

(JOURSES HELD 8 TO NOON SUNDAYS
AT JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
BEGINNING JANUARY 27.
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION
CONTACT US NOW
May 4th -11th on
coral reefs
prollflc with life
end color.
$40.00 certified divert only
■^atc;
1^'L.n
*m*cr ■
UNI DIVE
=i=Ohre the mysterious
Atlantis Rood.

FLORIDA KEYS
DIVE

SKI TOURING
Enjoy the wilderness on skis
with no lift lines or slope fees.

1tel fa Iwtoi'-r- h.&»d Uv/ ihceAfcle

AH day rental only ••.'SO full package
Only $112 to $140 for complete
cross-country ski packages
Lessons available'. Call us

Plus . Kenwood • Bose • ADC • Gibson • Martin
(•Hires uAAUoJr

°vation "

ARP

'

Mo09

14 E. Water
Harrisonburg, Va.
433-?177
,'Acron from Little Rocguet)

LAND

EA
PASSAGES

i«C

i
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"ALL BEAUTY pageants
send out the message mat in
order to be an ideal woman,
one has to be beautiful,"
Patricia Bruce said. However,
she noted that many people
believe one can be an ideal
woman
without
being
beautiful. "An academic
community should not foster
that notion—that you hust be
beautiful to achieve." "
''Beauty pageants are kind
of frivolous for an institute of
higher
edu cation,"
according to Thomas Devore.
"This is not the kind of ac-

■

tivity a group of intellectuals
should be sponsoring he said.
"For people to be judged
solely on (heir physical appearance has nothing to do
with an academic community," Patricia Anderson
commented. She' said she
thought beauty pageants show
a "disrespect for human indivuality. Anderson also said
she felt that Miss America
pageants are "highly sexist. If
there is going to be one at all,"
she said, "I think it ought to
include both men
and
women."
SEVERAL

OF

THE

petitioners, both men and
women, voiced support for a
"Mr. America Pageant" if
there is going to be a Miss
America Pageant at all.
Others expressed support for
a beauty pageant with both
sexes represented, and one
professor said she'd be willing
to judge such a contest.
The majority of those
commenting on the contest
said it should be the students'
choice whether to hold such an
event on campus. Several
said they would be less antagonistic toward the pageant
if it were a Miss Madison
pageant rather than a Miss
, America-related event.

"Miss America pageants
are out of place in an institute
of higher learning," according
to G.A. Morley-Mower. This
type of contest is "okay in
show business, but we're not
in show business," he said.
The following names
peared on the petition:

ap-

Violet Allain,
Patricia
Anderson, Kay Arthur, Jim
Benedict, Tony Bopp, Patricia
Bruce, Ralph Cohen, Gene
Connors, Lynne Constantine,
Jim Crable, G.P.Crowther,
J.C.
DeVore,
Lennis
Echterling, Steven Fairchild,
Lawrence Foley, Loretta

Greenleaf, Rebecca Hawkins,
Bruce Hetherington, Robert
Horn, Elizabeth lhle, William
Ingham, George Joyce, Jane
Kruger, Robert Leake, Tom
Leigh, Jesse Liles, William
McGuire, Lou Mclntire, G.F.
Morley-Mower, Joseph Muia,
William O'Meara, Pamela
Petcher, Frank Polocsay,
Sandee Potter, Ray Prince,
Phillip Riley, Barclay Rosser,
Rose Mary Rummel Mary
Schell, Charles Schindler,
Richard
Sheehan,
Gary
Smith, Elizabeth Sonner,
Beverly
Stickles,
John
Sweigart, S.L. UlansU, Wade
Wheelock, Jayce Wszaleck,
Barbara Wyancko, Mary Lou
Wylie, Steve Zapton.

,#^r

&&#.

SUSAN DURRIN, a 21-year-old senior, at JMU, is congratulated
by University President Ronald Carrier on being-chosen Miss
James Madison University. Anna Gerard, a junior majoring in
physical education was voted first runner-up in the pageant, and
JaneU Schoedler, a Junior fashion merchandising major was
second runner-up.
****0*****f******?>**r*r^***r**ir**<**rir****'>******r<

Cash&Carry
Foodsjnc
Harrisonburg's first Box Store
less than Vi mile from JMU
.Come see how No Frill shopping
$*t can save you 10% to 36%
Bring your own bags
Fay cash (no checks accepted)
■

Bag & Carry your own
No fancy shelving *
No perishables
Manufacturer's Coupons Accepted
;Price.Sheets Available for
Jttm
COmparison
o|
H'bvrg Hlgh>choo«

S. High St.

290 Chesapeake Dr.
433-1305

ChtMPWk* or
CASH A CARRY

Hours: Tu-Th 10 to 6
Friday: 10 to 9
Sat. 8 too
Sun &Mon Closed

*-^N*

A

^^ooa*^-^*-*'
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WERNER'S
915 S. High St. 434 6895
'
Mon. - Tues.
Party Ice
Budweiser 'King of Beers'
Schlitz "Golden Gusto"
Blatz Premium Brew
Schmidts Premium Bock
Blue Ribbon Long necks Bar Bottles
Stroh's longnecks Half Quarts'

f.99
/.99
7.69
I.'69
5.89
6.95
1.00

Coca Cola 'Quarts' 3 qts.
k-J

Keg Room Specials
I

Blue Ribbon
7Va gals. 'Free Ice'
Budweiser 'Free Ice'
Busch Premium 'Free Ice'
Heineken HollanchJmport

CHECK FOR
WINE CELLAR SPECIALS
Jill Werner JMU Rep.
l^^iiiiii'riiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiHimiiiiiHMiihniiiiniiimiiiinliiiiii

iiiimiiiNMii»inimtimMM'*»«^im,,,iir''r

»

10.95
16.95
26.95
59.00

*

i

—..

^
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Visions of those lastsecon

I could very well see the shot going into the basket' .
By DENNIS SMITH
Visions of last-second jumpers and
free throws after the buzzer loomed
over the fantic capacity crowd at
Godwin Hall Saturday night.
James Madison University was in
another one of those heart-stopping
games against arch-rival Virginia
Commonwealth University.
The Dukes had just lost an opportunity to end the game in
regulation play when Steve Blackmon's jumper carommed off the front

of the iron into a mob of players. Then
the buzzer sounded.
JMU worked the ball around for
nearly a minute to get just the tight
shot. But with seemingly overflowing
confidence the Rams knew, or at least
they thought they knew, in the end
they would come out on top in another
one of their patented overtime wins.
So, VCU just sat back and waited.
.THE CROWD, whose noise shook
every cornerstone of the gym, sud-

seconds
Kottak lot a
left side o I
the score
overtime.

Monty Knight drilled a 19-foot
jumper in the final seconds of the first
overtime period last season to allow
VCU to escape with a 69-88 win. The
year before, Penny Elliott hit two free
throws with no time left on the clock to
lift the Rams a 60-59 victory. ■■

denly shuddered with fear of another
overtime game.
Everytime the two teams met at the
Dukes' 5,200-seat home they weren't
satisfied with playing just two halves
of basketball. The Dukes and the
Rams needed the first 40 minutes to
warm up for the real show—the five
minute overtime periods.
It seem to be a re-run of the last two
contests at Godwin, another version of
the same old skit that ended the same
way—in tragedy.

"I COl 1
shot goin )
Dukes' se i
"I had be* i
games, a 3
those shot \
go right iBut this
back of th
the skying 9

DESPITE THE PROSPECTS for
another such heart-throbber looking
dim before the contest, the two teams
were engaged in another Overtime
battle.
JMU had lost two players to
academic ineligibility, including its.
second leading scorer and rebounder
■■>■

•

'I had been through too many i
andTve seen too many of til
■

Linton Townes. Seemingly not to be
outdone, the Rams also lost its second
leading scorer and rebounder in the
person of Elliott to the same cause.
. So the stage was set .^ another
heart break. Thatwas at least whaf
the Dukes' fans thought, along with
the Rams.
But, this time the ending had a new
twist.
The men in white fought uphill the
entire game against the overwhelming force of the ones in black.
However, this time they wouldn't be
turned back. This time they would die
on some new variation of a lastsecond shot
JMU possessed a two-point lead
with 14 seconds left, but the Rams had
possession of the ball. With six

fiMftfe*£&

Freshman Charles Fisher made steal to set up JMU's winning shot

Duke? Hceak five-game jinx
with 53-51 win over VCU
+
—:

.

By DAVID HERRELL
The overtime jinx which
had
hampered
James
Madison University the past
two years against Virginia
Commonwealth
University
ended Saturday night, when
the Duk«« r*corde4Ua--5Mq.
overtime victory.
Last year the Dukes were
defeated in the extra period,
69-68, on a Danny Kottak
jumper. Two years ago,
Penny Elliott sank two free
throws with no time on the
clock for a 60-59 Ram's victory.
But this year was different.
JMU fought back from
• deficits of as many as six
points in the second half to
record the first victory ever
over VCU.
Cases of cold shooting and
forced passes caused a slow
start for both teams. The
Dukes got the first basket of
the game on a turn-around
bankshot by Tyrone Shoulders
with 35 seconds'gone.

Both teams traded baskets
until the 16-minutes mark in
the half. Then VCU ran off six
straight points, four of those
coming on two long range
jumpers by 6'3" guard Monty
knight JMU's 6'8" center
SHw^idper vamr-* to cut*
the margin, to 14-10 with 11:45
left in the Half.
Tim Harris hit one of two
free throws and Kottak fired
in a 14-foot baseline jumper to
up the Rams lead to 17-10. The
Dukes looked tired and
listless. VCU was getting
ready for the kill.
But that never happened.
JMU ran off a streak of their
own 12 unanswered points and
22-17 lead with three minutes
left in the half.
After Knight and Greg
McCray each hit for the Rams
to cut the Dukes lead to 22-21
with two minutes remaining,
Blackmon was fouled in the
act of shooting. He went to the
foul line and calmly sank both

free throws to give JMU a 2421 lead.
Then with just over a
minute left Kottak drove left
for the Rams and hit a five
foot banker. He was fouled on
the play by Stjelper and hit the
free throw to tie the game at
<«dfl.

'■**«'

i~.

JMU brought the ball back
up court and ran their slow
down offense to perfection,
when with 22 seconds left
Blackmon drove the lane and
lofted a high arching five
footer up. VCU's Kenny
Stancell went high to block it,
but was called for goal tending
to give the Dukes a 26-24 lead.
The Rams came back down
and ran a slow down offense of
their own. When it seemed
JMU's defense had stifled
them, Edmund Sherod fired
up a 19-foot jumper that
swished through the net as the
half buzzer sounded with the
scored tied 26-26.
The second half was identical to the first with both

teams running deliberate
offenses and looking for the
good shot.
Again the Dukes were first
to score when Stielper hit one
of two free throws to give JMU
a 27-26 lead 10 seconds into the
half.
._
The*"C.c Ranis went 'zz a
tear. VCU ran off six unanswered points to gain a 32-27
advantage with 15 and a half
minutes left in regulation.
During the streak, McCray hit
two jumpers from ten feet out.
Six-foot-ll center Kenny Jones
added the other hoop.
Again the Dukes looked as if
they were going to be - put
away. After Shoulders scared
a three-point play to cut the
deficit to 32-30, both teams
traded baskets. With the
scored 34-32 in favor of VCU,
the Rams upped the margin to
38-32 when Jones hit a field
goal and two free throws.
JMU started their final up■ Continued' on

Page
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Bill Tarangelo
, VCU's Danny
art Jump from the
line that could tie
it into a second
V WELL see the
casket," said the
?r Steve Stielper.
too many of those
aen too many of
very well it could
ball flew off the
into the hands of
ie tucked it under

0- «

se games,
hot*'
1 seconds,
have that ball in
said. "I couldn't
i to j-emember
said JMU's head
nelli. "We hist
t happen again. I
hard at the right
•iggest win in my
j^er.
s the biggest win

h was standing room only

the Dukes and
tiewin,VCUmay
n visions of those
out this one for a
le Rams' coach
I'll be thinking
while."

in the final minutes.
Sbc4oot-4 power forward Steve Btackmon
was 'a monster for hi* the* against taller VCU.

v crowd exploded in final minutes of game.

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity brother Jeff Bolander
Duke JV to JMU's President Ron Carrier before game.
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WiwtKng team

Dukes nearly knock off Cavaliers, 24-20
By RICH AMACHER
Starting a lineup consisting of seven
freshmen and two juniors, James
Madison University nearly knocked
off the University of Virginia's
wrestling team, Friday.
But, the Cavaliers prevailed, 24-20,
in a closely fought match.
Rob Ruiand got things rolling for
the UVa. with a 16-5 major decision
over Greg Schmidt in the 118-pound
class.
Ruiand led 6-5 after two periods but'
H~xv^|m«.n 'Vfeynatcb to, the ^^fcd *«
r^iSfe, ' scoringtai
poirlft, five coming on a
near-put and a near-fall.
Heralded freshman Alex Boyer of
HarrisonburR came bac^froril a 6-3
^ second-perwu 'deficit -to earfjo^**"
decision over the Cavalier? Jay
Domenic in the 126-pound division
Boyer scored a critical near pin to

remaining in the third period. •
Kinter struggled for two periods,
but trailed, 11-0, after Young scored
three second-period near-pins.
JMU's Dan Corbin fell one point
short of a superior decision when he
dominated Brad Stewart, 13-2. Corbin
recorded two near-pins and two
takedowns to pull the Dukes within
four.
With the Cavaliers ahead, 16-14, the
190-pound class loomed as the
deciding match. Virginia had earlier
forfeited, the .bwvv.w<rfaht.i»utficlhLiy
the match tumea oui co oe a
pushing and shoving contest, in which
JMU's Chuck Herb ended up on the
worst end. The Cavs' Mike Semite
was tough, but the floor in Godwin
Hall proved tougher. Herb hit his head'
on the floor several times after being
pushed and losing his balance.

r~-.

. »

*

t«s

•aBSHw.r^v^,^

^
>-

people and we also had a few weak spots show up.'
gain three points and the victory.
"Alex did a great job in coming
back the way he did," commented the
Dukes' coach Dick Besnier.
UVa.'s 134-pound wrestler Jeff
Kuan and 142-pound eager Buddy
Kerr increased fee Cavaliers' toad to
12-4 with back-tc-back 9-1 decisions.
Kuhn topped tke D*es' Gary
Curwin in a very physical match, in
which both wrestlers received foul
warnings. Kerr scored six first-period
points on a takedown, a near-fall and
a reverse to defeat JMU's Tom
Stewart.
Vic Bowman trounced UVa.'s Tim
Wagner, 15-6, in the 150-pound division.
"Vic did a fine job for us" said
Besnier.
Bowman had four takedowns and a
near-pin during the win that left the
Cavaliers in front, 12-7.
The Dukes continued to cut the
Cavaliers' margin when Mike Gallo
downed Dan Amidon, 8-4. Gallo's 156pound triumph tightened the score, 12Jerry Young, UVa.'s best wrestler
and twice winner of the Atlantic Coast
Conference's
167-pound division,
pinned Tom Kinter with 2:30

Late in the third period, Besnier
finally threw in the towel, literally,
when Herb tripped and fell off the mat
again banging nis head on the floor.
Serruto was awarded a default for
the deciding victory margin.
After the match, Besnier had praise
and criusism for his team. "We got
sow outstanding performances from
some people and we also had a few
weak spots show up," he said. "I think
we got beat on our feet during the first
few matches." —
Saturday the Dukes traveled to
Norfolk and battled powerful Old
Dominion University and lost, 32-9.
"We got beat pretty bad," Besnier
said. "They have a real fine club and
we just had to many inexpierenced
people."
In the 167-pound class, Dan Corbin
achieved the Dukes' only victory.
Corbin defeated the Monarches' John
Nolland, 3-2.
JMU received six points due to the
ODU's forfeit of the heavy-weight
match. The loss dropped the Dukes
record to, 1-2.
JMU hosts the University of PittJohnstown Friday night. The match
begins at 7:30 p.m. at Godwin hall.
..*\

Photo* by Jttf Spaulding

JMU's Gary Curwin (top) lost a physical
134-pound match and Alex Boyer (bottom)
rest during his 9-8 win in the 126-pound class.

*Jinx
(Continued from Page 12)
hill climb when Blackmon wt
a 15-foot jumper to cut the lead
to 40-36. After trading baskets,
VCU again upped their lead to
six potato, ££% with a*9&k.
more than eight minutes left.
The Dukes answered • with
two straight hoops,, by
Shoulders and Blackmon, to
make the score 44-42 VCU with
seven minutes left.
After a missed free throw by
Blackmon, VCU came down
and started running their
version of the four corners
with Sherod running the show.
But it didn't last long, the
Dukes suffered a defensive
breakdown and McCray drove
right baseline by Stielper for
an easy stuff.
JMU came back seconds
later when Stielper took a
Kjrfect pass from David
upont and scored on a
running hook.
The Dukes called time out
with 3:53 left with the score 4644 in favor of VCU. JMU was
low on team fouls and to get
the ball back they had to foul.
With 1:57 left Dupont fouled
Knight. An-80 -percent-free-

throw shooter Knight stepped
to the foul line. His release
was perfect but his shot
wasn't as Stielper grabbed the
loose ball and fed Blackmon
streaking up the left &u»»
Blackmon" slowed play
down After moving the ball
around, Dupont dribbled to
the left and fired up a 20 footer
that went through cleanly as
the crowd went into a frenzy.
r With the scored tied at 46,
VCU brought the ball down.
Sherod drove the lane and
threw up a shot that rimmed
out of the basket. Jones
grabbed the rebound for the
Rams, but was stripped of the
ball by Jeff Inman. The Dukes
immediately called time out.
JMU again ran their slow
down offense. They ran off a
minute before calling time out
with 14 seconds left to set up
their final play.
After moving the'" ball
around for eight seconds, the
Dukes started to move the ball
toward the basket. With five
ticks left on the clock Blackmon drove right baseline. He
looked for Stielper under the
hoop, only^to find him double

■ leHined.-BitfiAinonmeirrirefl'

a 15 footer that bounded off the
' Fisher brought the ball up
front of the rim to end
quick and hit Dupont at the
regulation play. For the third
left of the key.
Dupont
straight year the two teams
responded with the hoop to
went into overtime.
make it 51-50 VCU with 1;41
Qy.o^j>^ started*^"* 'ones
fouling Blackmon Blackmon
VCU again started tostow
missed the free throw and
the pace until 1:25 mark, when
VCU started their slow down
Fisher stepped in front of a
offense.
Sherod pass and was imWith 4:17 left Shoulders
mediately fouled by Knight.
fouled Kottak, who sank one
Fisher hit one of two free
free throw to give the Rams a
throws to tie the game at 51.
47-46 lead. The Dukes missed
Fisher again stepped in
on two shots their next time
front of a Sherod pass and hit
down and again VCU started
a layup to give the Dukes a 53to slow it down. Inman fouled
51 lead, with 1:12 left.'The
Sherod, who sank both shots to
next time down court VCU
Eve the Rams a three point
tried to keep the ball away
ad, with 3:16 left.
from Fisher, but again ft
JMU brought the ball up
failed as he blocked Knight's
with freshman Charles Fisher
shot with 41 seconds left.
now at point guard, replacing
VCU retained possession
Inman. Fisher fed Dupont on
but lost their composure.
the left side. Looking for
With 23 seconds remaining.
somewhere to pass, Dupont
Shoulders reached around
spotted Blackmon streaking
Jones and made a clean steal.
down the lane. He hit him for
Fisher grabbed the ball and
was fouled by Knight with 20
the easy layup to cut the
deficit to one with 2:09 left.
seconds left. It was Knight's
Before VCU could get into fifth and VCU had now lost its
their slow down offense,
best outside scoring threat.
Shoulders fouled Kottak, who
The Rams called time out
hit both free throws to give
before Fisher went to the line.
VCUTTSranBOTWflhn: SO Tell ^VpYychofogTworYeTas' he *'

missed the free throw and
with 15 seconds left VCU used
its last timeout to set up a
potential tying bucket.
A tenacious Dukes' defense
bounding.4h**d?**"iit andnltr"'
couldn't get the ball inside.
Kottak drove to the left and
lofted a 17 footer at the basket
with four seconds on the clock.
The ball bounced off the rim
and Stielper went high for the
rebound. As he came down,
the buzzer sounded and JMUL
had broken the VCU string of
victories over them at five.
For the game Stielper led
the Dukes with 19 points and
six rebounds, but it was
Blackmon with 14 points and
12 rebounds who was the
deciding factor in the
emotionally draining game.
Shoulders added. \l points and
seven rebounds for the Dukes.
McCray and Kottak led the
Rams, whose record dropped
to 9-5, with 12 points. McCray
also added 11 rebounds.
JMU with five victories in a
row and sporting a 9-3 record
play again Monday night
against
East
Carolina
.UnJvejjsU^.whicJi font the..
Dukes earlier this year, 61-58.
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Upcoming UFB Events
Sea Level
:

-«•

:
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<*»

Marshall Tucker

Tickets on Sale Now

FLICKS

TONIGHT:

■•■

...»

MatUjJan. 14

:
:

*

»

Frederic Storaska

:
•

HALLOWEEN
Jan. 15 4V16
7:30 & 10:00

,»■«*..

w

..»■•■

t^'-J&i&tf&i

•'V*.

I ,

■
:

:

■
■
■
■

•».»

T

FRITZTHECAT

{
:

Jan. 18 & 19
7:30 & 9:30

1

THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL

:

Jan. 22 & 23

i

7:30 & 10:00

■

■

How to say NO
to a Rapist & Survive99

■
■
■
■
■
■

6:00 pm

:
:

G/S Theatre Admission - 50*

EVENTS FOR
VIDEO AWARENESS
WEEK
..! -Mi-, ?«!! Show

■

f

Muhammad AH

Tickets $100

THE ALLSTARS I
■

_

I Thurs. Jan. 17
8:30 pm

2. Skill, Brains & Guts
a portrait of

All Shows In G/S Theatre

■
■
■

$

2 in advance

■
■

$

3 at the door

3. Mother's Little Network

I

Tickets on

<Tke «ee»ter^ttlc ■

V

Sale Jan. 16.

• All films shown in WU U lounge* J
■■

■«

This week is Video Awareness Week
i *»■
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Jess

Harrisonburg cHH dog palace 'somehow just a chic place to go'
By DW1GHT WERNECKE
Maybe it's the atmosphere.
Nah, not really. How about
the food...or that it's fast?
Hmmm, could be, but I don't
think so. I think Jess' Quick
Lunch is somehow just a chic
place to go. People continue to
visit Jess' to wallow in the
atmosphere and eat chili dogs
"Well, we could always go
to Jess'," probably sounds
familiar to most of us,
although it's not always a
flattering reference but the
key to Jess seems to be consistency; you know exactly
what to expect when von walk
<n>AiW<''»w.j'ii<-i>A - prat i

atrflie counter*.' * Nofhuir

n

changes—except maybe the
prices. In fact, consistency is
Jess'
singular
virtue—
reasonably
good
food,
reasonably fast. A college
physics professor may be
sitting next to a wino and both
could be eating the same
thing. Jess' has a great
common denominator.
FROM THE OUTSIDE,
Jess' seems no better than any
other of a hundred greasy
spoons. The neon sign casts a
garish yellow light, strangely
akin to the eyeopening hue of
mustard. The lettering, in a
time of highly individuallzd
type styles, appears almost
annoyingly plain. Everything
is spelled correctly though,
and the apostrophe is surprisingly, although properly,
not followed by an additional
"s".
At night, red and. blue
florescent lights illuminate
the large storefront window.
They add an almost unearthly
skin tone to one of the cooks in
position at the hot doc grill,
gazing forbiddingly at the city
outside. They stare out from
behind their toothpicks almost
challenging^, but when a
passerby happens to catch
their eye, they turn away as if
caught and neatly turn a row
of sizzling hot dogs with a
casual, yet practiced flip of
the wrist
Even opening the door to go
inside is a bit unusual.
Recessed into an alcove, the
door itself looks as if it belongs
on someone's back porch. Not
only does the door have a
plain, round knob, which is
unusual by the standards of
today's restaurants, but it is
jalousied.
As you pull the door open,
uncannily, another person
appears standing right next to
you pulling on another
doorknob. You flinch involuntarily, then kick yourself
mentally after realizing that it
is only a sidewalk to ceiling
full—length mirror.

Photo by Charlft A. Fazk>

for late night patrons.
A FAMILIAR night time scene downtown.
An employee cooks hot dogs at Jess'
regulars Immediately barrel
Country out, then joins
"Yeyss sar?" from a short,
down the aisle for an available
together as seamlessly as
grey—haired man who looks
bar stool, but newcomers
like a cross between Neanbefore.
invariably hesitate, probably
derthal man and Vito
to wonder what they have
JESS' IS ONE OF the last
Corleone.
Sitten
themselves
into.
"Three hat dawgs with
restaurants to use the honor
Bually, a group of people
ev'rythang, a Bud and a order
system. There are no checks;
gather around the cash
o' fries," says a country type
you just tell whw.c. is at the
register. At least one conina yellow "Cat" hat
cash register what you had
struction worker is present,
"Thur—ree oh tow," says
and they ring it up. Very
looking suitably . grizzled.
Vito, rolling his "r" until it is
simple, very direct, but not
Directly to one's right is a
almost unrecognizable.
very common these days.
boarded—up doorway,
Country hands him a five
Then again neither is Jess'.
leading into a vacant store on
and snags a toothpick from
Jess' right. This is explained,
Upon sitting down, yc
/ou
the handy glass toothpick
although not very conimmediately notice how clof
close
holder.
vincingly, by a taped—up
the green—topped bar stools
Vito hooks an index finger
construction permit issued to
are together. A mental picture
and a pinky into the raised
one Gus Floras, of 821 Oakland
of Vito directing the bar stool
keys oi the pre—70's cash
Street, Harrisonburg.
installers, "A little closerr
register, pumps once and the
togetherr. Thet way whe can
Once safely inside, a myriad
drawer flies open, stuffed with
feet two morre onna end,"
of stimuli bombard the senses.A, ';'*! Aha. He must be the owner.
cash. He scoops out change
comes to mind. Jess' seems
Then you turn around for the
A blast of warm air, laden
from between the worn
functional to the point of
-with fragrant aromas of
first time.
wooden dividers of the
severity. The long counter
Behind the counter are four
simmering chili, just—fried
drawer.
with its row of bar stools is
hot dogs and almost—burned
men who all act as if they own
Thenk you," he . says,
faced by a row of shelves,
the place.
already looking up at the next
grease envelops you with an
refrigerators, soda dispenPressed against the wall to
closest person on the other
almost physical presence.
.
sers,
racks of. JZlasses and
of
the
counter.
The
mob
avoid
the
masses
ftathered
NOW IS WHEN the men are
long ' enough to let • • stacks of
around the coin
separated trom the boys. Jess'

Boxes of rolls, napkins and
other restaurant paraphernalia are stacked all along the
floor and up under the grills.
Every morning a mountain of
hot dog rolls takes up at least
a third of the front window,
but by nightfall it has eroded
down to a more manageable
size.
The horseshoe—shaped grill
area fits snugly inside the
front
window,
offering
passers—by a first—hand
view of the entire chili dog
process, which to Jess' is very
serious business.
In the hands of a master, the
making of a chitl dbg is no
laughing matter. Jess' unsung
master is a grim—faced man
of about 40. Born with a toothS'ck in his mouth, he has jet
ack greased hair so impeccably combed it looks as if
he wears a hair helmet. His
character is somewhat like
that of Anthony Quinn in the
opening scenes of "Zorba the '
Greek." Zorba seems to wear
the same clothes day in and
day out: a light green or white
thin shirt (with a pack of
"Salems" visible through the
breast pocket), dark pants
and the badge of a grown
man's courage, a white apron.
OF AVERAGE HEIGHT
and slightly under average
weight, Zorba appears almost
gaunt, but makes up for it with
an aura of barely repressed
fury. He stalks the grill like a
beast of prey. Cat-like he
appears aloof, lording over his
culinary domain with an iron
fist in an iron glove.
His expression does not
change during the making of a
chili dog, like the artist who
mechanically practices his
art.
Like Jess', Zorba's singular
virtue seems to be his consistency. Each chili dog looks
and tastes like any other,
probably because where most
people would be content to
make one at a time, he makes
two at a time, and faster than
you can say >X'Jess' Quick
Lunch" Almost'
Hemingway esque
in
his
methodical precision, he
selects two dogs from a stack
of cooked hot dogs on the left
side of the grill. Holding both
buns in one hand, carefully, so
as to not break their steamy
outer crusts, he slaps the dogs
in ferociously yet perfectly,
like a fishing boat captain who
roars into the docks, easing
the vessel perfectly into place
like fitting a hand into a glove.
Next in the process is the
basic ingredient of any hot
dog, the mustard. Using the
traditional rounded stick
instead of a spoon, Zorba
flicks his wrist over the bowl,
collecting mustard a good four
inches up on the utensil. Now
comes another mark of the
true master. He does not
spread the mustard evenly
over the dog, but absorbing
the impact with his hand, he
strikes the dog slightly off
(Continued on Page 18)
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Jess*
I

A

CLOCKWISE FROM
LEFT: Hotdogs sizzle on the
grill. Owner Gas Floras grabs
a quick snack In between
customers. Jess' patrons
savor their meals during a
typical afternoon rush period.
^

Photos
by

Charles A.
Fazio

Hi
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* Jess

(Continued from Page 19)
center with the of the stick,
sending mustard the length of
the dog. Using the patented
thumb, index and middle
finger method, he takes an
over—sized
pinch
of
ivorywhite translucent onion
and drops it exactly in the
middle of each dog.
Now comes the finishing
touch. The crowning blow.
Using
an
ordinary
tablespoon, he dips just below
the surface of the chili bowl.
He seems to be digging around
until be feels something that
he likes. Slowly, much more
slowly than before, he raises
the spoon out of the sauce.
Inside the spoon like gold
nuggets freshly panned from a
stream, is the essence of Jess'
fame. Reddish—orange the

chili compliments the dog like
ham
compliments
eggs.
Carefully, he spreads it the
length of the dog. Voila!
He drops the nowsteaming dogs onto a plate,
turning back to the grill just in
time to give the other frying
dogs a neatly executed
quarter roll with the flat of the
cooking spatula. Again, he
does not merely turn one, but
at least six at a time before
turning to stir the simmering
chili pot on the stove.
The chili pot itself is as big
as two Honda car tires Zorba
stirs it with a practiced figure
eight.motion, then turns back
to make two more chili dogs.
And there you have it From"*
these humble beginnings Jess'

chili dogs have become
famous throughout the city
and valley as well.
But chili dogs aren't the
only thing that has brought
Jess' popularity. Jess' atmosphere is as unique as a
ATMOSPHERE
in
a
restaurant is the final,
ultimate factor determining
its popularity. Jess' has a
way-down
country
atmosphere popular with rural
customers,
a
quasiintellectual coffee shop image
for the quasi-intellectuals, a
perfect observation site for
the social observers, hot fast
food for the hungry and an
outstandingly typical, yet
unique eatery setting for
everyone else. Jess' could

have been the inspiration for
the Saturday Night Live
"Cheeseburgie,
Cheeseburgie" sketch. Run by
obvious Greks, the employees
alone merit at least one visit*
Witness
the
following
dialogue:
"Haudnea." A command
from Zorba, flipping a dog
neatly into its bun.
"I'm comin'," tiredly, from
an obviously hired—hand
country waitress.
"Hrunglumph,
schmoo."
Zorba doesn't look at her. His
face is impassive.
"Wha-at?!?" Irritatedly.
"Uhg, grugg."
, "Oh, shut .UP" CKback to filling the red plastic
ketchup
containers
by
squirting them all in together

and then filling up the empty
ones.
He's satisfied. A ghost of a
smile touches his face for an
instant and is gone. He shifts
the toothpick, which is so
much a part of his face that it
could have taken root in his
mouth, to the other side and
stirs the chili pot with a quick
flip of his wrist.
Jess' popularity isn't the
result of one factor. With all
the different elements and
influences involved, it is a
melting pot of society.
Everyone goes there for
different reasons, but they all
• come out happy, and perhaps

h little wiser?

For 55 cents you can't beat

Donleavy's 'Schultz' portrays man's gree d, sexism
!£.

By BEVERLY EDMONDS '
The race for money and
- fame is as old as man himself.
Yet it may never before have
been fought as comically and
ulniquely as by Sigmund
Franz Isadorable Shultz.
"Shultz," a most amazing
creation of JJ*. Donleavy's
latest, prefers to chase his
goal in the arena of the contemporary London theatre.
And the plot that ensues is
perhaps as believable as not.
Donleavy's portrayal of the
London theatrical scene is, no
doubt,
an
intended
exaggeration.
But it is
probably only a slight one.
Shultz's situation in the firm
called (by virtue of a spelling

-- x.
.;r*~.
+*.-. .
more than just sex objects.
They are sex objects for which
he has an insatiable obsession.
In an average day he may go
through three or four of them,
and still be fervently searAND INDEED Shultz may " ching for more.
Wounds,
eventually reach the welldestruction, exotic diseases,
protected cat bird seat, if it
husbands, and even King
weren't for bis fanatical and
Buggyspendthrift boob of
scandalous obsession with the
Boohootand can't keep him
creature blamed for the fall of
away. In a conversation with
mankind: Womankind. Yet in
Al, his old time friend who is
his attempt to portray women
notorious for giving Shultz bad
as the downfall of Shultz and
advice, he confesses the cause
the rest of the world, the
of his widely scandalized
author comes
near to
affairs: I'm looking for true
executing his own.
love Al."
Donleavy's women sink far
And look he does, much to
below even the exaggerated
his own dismay. For stronger
debasement of the male
than his obsession for women
where he wants to be is his
total motivation throughout
his erratic adventures, not to
mention their being his sole
means of getting there.

'...Thus our hero is constantly doomed to face his
production battles hideously clawmarked...'
error,
but
most
appropriately), Sperm
Productions,
is
possible
enough to maintain at least a
facade of credibility, yet
absurd enough to give the
author a free reign with his
ironic wit
We find the hero frantically
digging himself out from
under two of London's most
dashing bachelor aristocrats:
His Royal Grace, Prince
Basil Earl of Eel Brook
Common,
Viscount
Fulhambroadway and Lord
Nectarine of Walham Green,
(alias "His Lordship"), and
his equally prestigious partner, Binky.
Despite his
bossef'
amuaaer-r.t,
his
wavers.
Indeed their example of

characters in the novel. They

are unrelentlessly begging
opportunities to "please
their male superiors for a
break in their career.
Once in Shultz's house, their
favorite pasttime is to vandalize it beyond repair and
physically attack him when he
tries to throw them out Thus
our hero is constantly doomed
to face his production battles
hideously clawmarked, under
the threat of eviction by his
landlords, and hopelessly in
debt to the same. This portrayal of females borders on
the ridiculous, even for
Donleavy's liberal standard of
reality. The result is an
almost inexcusable insult to
the sex.
WOMEN FOR SHULTZ are

is his obsession for the
production "Kiss it, Don't
Hold It, It's Too Hot,"
guaranteed by Al to be the
messiah
of
Shultz's
disasterous career. So for the
sake of the production Shultz
finds
himself
trying
everything from traipsing
through a graveyard in search
of the show's eccentric star, to
marrying a woman to appease
Al, who was threatening to
withdraw his financial support
HIS LIFE bounces like a
pinball from women,' jail,
palace
balls,
oriental
diseases,
weddings,
and
always back to begging His
Lordship and Binky for money
to finance the show.
He tells Binky, "I'm telling

■ Cambodian benefit concert tonight '
A benefit concert for
Cambodian refugees
scheduled for today in the
Warren University Ballroom
will feature five area bands,
according to the concert's
organizer.
The show should run from 3
p.m. to 8 p.m., Ron Meliment
said. The $i donation collected
at the door will go directly to
World Vision, an international
relief agency aiding starving

Cambodians, he added.
Expected to perform at the
benefit are Ron Gentry's jazzrock band, Out of Nowhere; a
bluegrass 'band called The
Tom White Band; a classical
quintet; folk guitarist Jim
Scarsboro; and The Dave
Sabree Band. (Dave Sabree is
formerly of "Lokeswari," a
local favorite.)
. Meliment said that he has
received help organizing the

concert from several campus
groups. Food Services and
UPB gave free assistance in
organizing and promoting the
event. "Everyone's been very
good about it," he said. "No
one's making any money—
everyone is giving^heir time.
Food Services will be
providing "beverages at
happy hour prices," according to Joe Erickson,
>ger of Dukes«Grll"<

'you ii i can omy stay anve for
another month or so, just alive
that's all. I'm going to have
the biggest smash on my
hands that you guys or this
town have ever seen."
It is precisely this fighting
spirit that marks Shultz as
such an amazing character.
Even in the face of the show's
failing course, which brings
about the worst emotional
crisis in his career, Shultz
chooses to go down, or up, or
sideways, or wherever fate
knocks him. fighting.

\
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Donleavy even the most
awesome troubles can border
on the hilarious. And even the
most hilarious predicaments
can have an awesome
meaning. His intricate blend
of reality and exagerated
eccentricity
result
in
ingenious portrait of life in the
rat race.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett. $3.95.)
Multi-family saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction.
2. Nurse, by Peggy Anderson. (Berkley, $2.50.) Personal
and professional life of a nurse in a city hospital.
3. Mommie Dearest, by Christina Crawford. (Berkley,
$2.75.) Life with mother: Joan Crawford:
4. A Distant Mirror, by Barbara W. Tuchmanr(Ballantine.
$6.95.) Europe in the 14th century.
5. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to
riches in the fashion world: fiction.
6. Fools Die, by Mario Puzo. (NAL/Signet. $3.50.) Casino
gambling and its fallout: fiction.
7. Pulling Your Own Strings, by Wayne W. Dyer. (Avon.
$2.75.) How to master your life.
8. The World According to Qarp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
9. The Culture of Narcissism, by Christopher Lasch. (Warner, $2.95.) American life in an age of diminishing expectations.
10. Second Generation, By Howard Past (Detl, $2.75.) Ongoing story of Italian family in The Immigrants' fiction.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information supplied by college stores throughout the country. December 31. 1979

New & Recommended
On Human Nature, by Edward O. Wilson. (Bantam. $3.95.) Is
all human behavior genetically predetermined?
Sideshow, by William Shawcross. (Pocket, $2.95.) Kissinger,
Nixon and the destruction of Cambodia.
The Praise Singer, by Mary Renault. (Bantam, $2.95.)
Splendor, power and intrigue in ancient Greece: fiction.
Association of American Publishers
1 ■ '

:

■ t-ernaps the redeeming
factor of this entertaining, but
rather improbable plot is the
unique
and
author's
refreshing
style.
With
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* Blacks

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE !!!

(Continued from Page l)
Robinson and
scheduled
another speaker, political
activist
Dick
Gregory.
Gregory is being funded
through Minority Affairs.
UPB scheduled theatrical
performers Ozzie Davis and
Ruby Dee to appear Feb. 3
and, according to Henderson,
the BSA is satisfied with the
events finally scheduled for
the 1980 Black Emphasis
Month,
but
not
with
programming in general at
JMU.
"Since two years ago, there
has been no major concert for
blacks here," he added,
conceding mat big name
performers are reluctant to
appear at JMU because of the
smr"\ number of black
students ana lack of a large
facility in which to perform.
Black students are encouraged to join UPB com-

EVERYTHING SLASHED
SO-75%. OFF
Sweaters
DC Painters Pants
Pants
Dresses
<<££

Large Selection
of Juniors Sizes
%&

■/<*'

and colors
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ATTENTION SENIORS!
Last chance for

mittees, but consistently are
voted down when selecting
programming, he added.
FOR INSTANCE, two black
students on the UPB movie
committee suggested
scheduling a recent Richard
Pryor movie, but other
members voted the suggestion
down, stating it was "too
vulgar," Henderson said. He
added, "What's the difference
between Richard Pryor and
FritttheCat?
"If we get (the minority
affairs committee) we can
choose what we like and don't
like."
McVay disagreed, charging
that the BSA is, "unorganized
and indecisive, • and that a
separate
committee
for
blacks should not be emphasized within the UPB

•*.<*«» ,.:-»^,. ^ _
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rings Available Also
t *

New York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *
Large——-Medium

Thurs. , Jan. 17
11 to 3 Room D WUU
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Cheese—

L

Job Opportunity?

2 Toppings

w

m^**** ■%■* • u • m •

4?

*

3 Toppings (or more)-

-3.50-

-2.75

-- 5

4.25—

3.25

—5.50

5.00

3.75

-5.50-

4.25

-6.25-
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Add It To Your Schedule.

College is a time of high
promise and even greater
expectations.
You eagerly look forward
to the day when you will have
completed your education
and are ready to get on with
a career in your particular
field.
However, many will not be
ready.
In these highly competiw=^ tive times.-ycung people quite often find that a college
education is simply not
enough. An important ingredient is missing. •
Employers know what it is.
They look for people trained
in the human relationships of
management and in the exercise of responsibility.
Another name for this is leadership. Today, many companies are finding this pref ferred quality among men
and women who are Army
tOTC graduates.

.-4.00

1 Topping-

What Do You Want
From College?

-'•

—

Small

The reason is basic.
ROTC classes are unique.
They offer instruction and a
practical, working knowledge of leadership. What
you learn in Army ROTC
tracing is directly applicable
to a civilian career: the principles of personnel management, a ready acceptance of
responsibility, the desire to
achieve^and
personal confi..'.-.dence.
ThereJs a difference in the
college graduate who has
had the benefit of Army
ROTC. That difference makes
you worth more to prospective employers.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD

I

50* Off Any Pizza V
with coupon Offer expires
Feb. 28
$.55 a slice (plus .15. a topping)
STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping
CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday 11:00-1:00am
■i."

ROCKINGHAM MOTOR
SALES Inc.
Clearance Sale

down Filled Ski Jacket
- converts to vest By Camel
Retail $115.00 Now $54.95
Vests:
Retail $5^.95
Now $29.95
Bring A^d in for
more discount
on Vest

For More Information Contact:

Captain Don Henley
Godwin 331
_433-6355v$ih/: \ i»

i-i

Rock/nghorri Motor Sales, Inc.
945 S. High St.
Harrisonbutg
**' s<
434-546'! '
-4
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By Scott Womer

AAodisonman

Classifieds
For Sale
CANON AT-l. Body only. 24
£2.8 85 f 1.8, Winder. Call me.
We'll talk. Chock 5347-6127.
Women's ikl panti. Blue
bibs. Size 14 (fits size 10-12).
Price negotiable. Contact
Theresa at 4504. v'
'75 Flat 128. 4 dr. Sedan.
51,000 mi. Asking $1,700 but
will listen to a reasonable
rffer. Chuck 5347-6127.
MALE HOUSING CONTRACT FOR SALE: Call Tom
at
433-2720.
HOME FOR SALE: 4 miles
south of Grottoes. (Harriston
sub-division). 3 brs., 2 bths,
l.r., dr., kitchen,
full
basement, wood and electric
heat, county water and sewer,
12 per cent owner financing.
Immediate occupancy. (703)

LAOIES AND GENTLEMEW,
PRESENTING..

DUKCJir...

.AND TO WtlCOMC DVKEUr
TO J.M.U. IS
OUR OWN l/NM-E RON!

WOW! WHAT A NEAT
DOG?
I BITCHA
I IT CAN
SHAKE
HANDS.
.C'MON POKE,
LIFT YOOR LEG.

By Andy Black

.Ermine
MAY

i u/we

J

THAT'5 NOT
QUITE WHAT
I HAO IN
M»ND.

888-3417.

Wanted
SUMMER HELP y^aus
"
Church, Va. Swimming pool
S>ply
company
needs
vers,
helpers,
and
warehouse men. Call Potomac
Chemicals, Mr. Schirmer 703534-1400.
WANTED: attractive,
alluring JMU coeds to perform as cheerleaders for the
"FOUL DUDES" intramural
football team. Drop by
Dcenberry A102 or call 4003,
4995,

Found

Our Hero

By Matt Wagner

INTRODUCING TH£ M£r\N£ST.CRU£UST OOUMH
RIGHT SClAZIHT
VILLIA/V WAX
HAS em FACED..

FOUND: Bracelet in Health
Center lot Call Linda at 4348581.

Personals
BETH: did you hear that-I
want my Tech cup back, too.
PS. I bate your $!?+ guts!
OLD MAN: Your aging
disabilities are rubbing off
onto me. LITTLE GIRL

Wings

By Mark Legan

ELLEN: You didn't get it last
semester, so here it is: Merry
Xmaaaod H»—- "5iMB»LI
love you! TIM =£
LINDA AND CAROL:
Welcome to Fred! Hope we
aren't too crazy for you all.
C202CandC202B

*.

BULL ISLANDER: I'm so
sorry that I couldn't make it to
your party. But, I did give you
a good reason. Also, I DID call
you when I came down south
so you can't yell at me! And
your jacket is cluttering up
my room. Come get ft
sometime and say
hi.
GLOSTONIAN
LET THE GOOD TIMES
ROLL: Rush Kappa Sigma.
LAURIE: I want my
Spiderman cup back immediately-at any cost. YOU
KNOW WHO!
GUESS WHO: Its good to
see you back at school. I'm
sorry you didn't feel to well
after the "New Years"
celebration. Glad you came to
the party last Saturday night,
when do I get to come to one of
your parties? WIZARD.
TO JAMES S.
Congratulations

N

on

THE BROTHEBS Of*
SIGMA PI.

L *%r
Roommates

veu, co/n/ntss/wfie-J
ymr sriouto we co

\Cotfh H'S C/)ACASS.\

By Tom Arvis
you Mov /J/vy0A>£
WHO u/AtJTS & Guy

3X TOM OF

e*r?i

M.

-V

It s Newest Retail
Merchants

VISIT COURT SQUARE'S
LADIES LOUNGE
8 A.M. • 4 P.M. WEEKDAYS
HOSTESS/KITCHEN
SPONSORED BY EXTENSION
HOMEMAKERS
LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT
OF THE COUNTY COURT HOUSE

AMPLE PARKING
4900 SPACES

BRECKENRIDGE SOUND
CIRCLE G
COURT SQUARE VILLAGE
J. ESTES
LINDSAY WATER
LinLE RACQUET
OLE VIRGINIA HAM
PACKING CRATE
WHITESEL MUSIC
WICKERBASKET

THESE NEW MEMBERS INVITE YOU TO VISIT ALL OF THE OTHER

250 DOWNTOWN STORES
BROWSE IN A RELAXED, ENJOYABLE ATMOSPHERE OF FRIENDLY SERVICE, VARIETY
AND THE FINEST QUALITY MERCHANDISE, ALL FOUND IN DOWNTOWN
HARRISONBURG.

SPONSORED BY DOWNTOWN RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION.
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SGA review
'($**

Internal conflicts
hurt performance
Editors note: The following is the first la a two part series
examining the SGA. This segment deals with problems within the
executive council; the next will deal with the senate body.

On the brink of World War M
By
KEVIN
MILLER
..;„.
Moat of the major wan throughout history
have been the result of colonization, economic
depression, religion or any combination of the
three. World War II seemed to be the result of
Hitler's blitzing takeover of much of Europe
and Japan's invasion of the South Pacific. It
came at a time when the world had lived
through 10 years of economic depression. Most
wars of the Middle-Ages were fought because
of people's differing religious beliefs, an issue
that still draws blood in Ireland.
Now, perhaps more than any time in the last
35 years, these factors are surfacing to make
the threat of a world war quite possible. Within
the past two-and-one-half months, the Soviet
. Union has invaded Afghanistan: Moslems are
asserting their religious beliefs, sometimes
violently, against fellow Moslems as well as
against other religions; and several oil-rich
nations have squeezed money out of rich and
poor alike making a world-wide depression
much deeper. These events put strains on
governments and their peoples' emotions are
to the breaking-point.
The most obvious threat to world peace is the
recent occupation of Afghanistan by Soviet
troops. The act itself could lead to a world war
should Russia choose to continue its march
southward. It could have already caused war
had President Carter been a less patient war
hawk. However, some of the consequences of
the Soviet aggression are less apparent, yet
are equally explosive fuses to a possible world
war. The takeover virtually buried SALT II
and instead has prompted nations throughout
the world to increase arms production. The
cut-off of grain supplies to the Soviets, while a
necessary action, could cause them to seek

Editor Theresa Beale
Managing editor Maureen Riley
Bt»inest editor Russell Fleetwood
News editors Vance Richardson, Cindy
Ehnore
Editorial editor Kris Carlson
Acting Featare editors Mask Sutton, Susan
Terpay
Sports editor Dennis Smith
Photography editors Chuck Fazio, Bill
Tarangek)
Protection Managers Charles Dambowic,
Martha Stevens
Advisors Alan Neckowitz, David Wendelken
Newsro»m-433-6U7
Basinest offlce-4334596

By ALVIN PAUL WALKER
' r'
At the beginning of the second semester, the Student Government Association is apathetic, complacent, and ineffective under
President Dave Martin because of division within the executive
council.
With no major issues last semester, Martin, following the
pattern of previous SGA's, says he isproud of the projects that
SGA has continued from last year, (The Breeze. Dec.7). Those
projects include the SGA calendar, used booksale, 'interest-free
loan program,' and expanded library hours during final exam
week.
No long-range planning for controversial projects has been
initiated by Martin, according to most two-year senators; in fact,
none of Martin's campaign goals have been formally discussed in
the executive council or the senate meetings, according to three
officers.

. .r-wi.-

This hint of war is an obvious one. However,'
there are many subtle, yet equally tenacious
events occuring which could further lead to a
world war. When we read that the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has raised its price for a barrel
of crude oil more than 100 per cent in a year, we
think only of the cost that will be passed on at
the gas pumps—but the repercussions are
far greater. These tremendous increases have
a devastating effect on the world's billions of
poor people who use what little oil they can
afford to cook their food and stay minimally
warm. Even the millions of poor in our own
country must make the decision of whether to
go hungry or cold. The unrest and patience of
the world's poor cannot be contained indefinitely. It seems only a matter of time
before they react. v
In addition, it has been more than two
months since Iranian "students'* took over the
American Embassy in Tehran. While the
anger of Americans seems to have been
somewhat relieved in recents weeks, if any
hostage is killed many Americans deem it a
cause for war.
V
The events of the past two months have been
frightening and as each day passes without
SBceful resblve, the balance of peace wavers
ngerously.
The United States government has faced
crises such as these before, and the result has
usually been peaceful. But just as an old car
can tolerate only "so much abuse" before it
breaks-down, the masses can only be pressed
"so far" by the power hungry, oil rich and
religiously intolerant nations of the world.

"To NM press »ion., chequered M It it witk abuses, th«
world is indebted lor all tht triumphs which have gained by
reason and humanity over error aivj oaprenion."--James
Tht Breeze is published tvery Tuesday and Friday except
where otherwise noted
Correspondence shouId-be addressed to The Breeze. Wine
Prlct Building, James Madison University, Hsrrisonburg
Virginia 22807
.,
.
"Letters to the editor are encouraged All letters must be
typed, signed, and include the author'* address and
telephone number Letters longer than 500 words may Be
used as guestspots at the discretion ol the editor Unsigned
letters and editorials will not be used
All material will be edited at the discretion ol the editor
A'l letters, columns, reviews and guestspots reflect the
opinions ol their authors and not necessarily those ol tne
editors ol The Breeze or the students, faculty and stall ol
Jamas Madison University. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion ol the editors ol The Breeze
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be
directed to Theresa Beale. editor ol The Breeze
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Martin said he doesn't see any chance for teacher evaluation
forms being accepted soon-"at least not in my term of office, "he
said.
The need for a university Chapel is "very real," said Martin in
the April 3 issue of The Breeze, but this issue has died because of
lack of support
Despite these failures, Martin has said be is pleased with the
SGA's achievements of its four objectives: funding, proposing,
investigating, and advising. Providing services and voicing
student opinion to the administration are two major goals for the
SGA this year, Martin said in the Sept 14 issue of the Breeze.
"Student governments exist for providing services and voicing
student opinions, so (Martin's major goals) are not realistic
(because) they are an expectation of aU student governments,"
two-year senator Al Willner said.
Martin's main defeat is that the executive council is not totally
compatible, and no officer, except Robin Lawrence, legislative
vice-president is completely loyal to him. Conflicts exist within
the executive council because the body doesn't have the unity it
had in the past said former-senator Jim Watkins.
Unnamed SGA officers and senators, and representativs
agreed that having quotes attributed to them would only start
internal conflicts within the executive council and the senate,
however, such conflicts are already apparent
The conflicts started after Martin was elected to his office. A
meeting was held in which Martin tried to impose a list of "dos
and don'ts" for the SGA officers. They were told that they would
have to look like an executive council member, one source said.
Administrative Vice-President Chuck Cunningham and
Treasurer Jeff Bolander resented Martin's "dress code." Earlier
last semester, Martin wanted Cunningham's personal awards on
the SGA's office wall removed, and he wanted him to remove an
autographed photo of Ronald Reagan and have it re&t*** ■*"^R«**'»W»^—
--*£*
:
photograph of something more suitable, like Jimmy Carter, the
U.S. president but Cunningham refused the source said
The executive council discussed Martin's complaints against
Cunningham, and Martin lost by a measure of four-to-one on both
issues, said an SGA officer. Martin also wanted Cunningham to
discontinue his Young Americans for Freedom activities in the
SGA office, such as Cunningham use of the SGA phone to confirm
reservations for a YAF banquet held last year. Cunningham is
state chairman for the YAF. An ineffective 'smear campaign'
against Cunningham was implemented, said a second SGA officer.
'
"I must ask the SGA senate to consider impeachment
proceedings" against Cunningham for using the SGA office for
YAF activities, said former-senator Kevin Mondlock in a letter to
the editor in the Oct. 30 issue of The Breeze. Mondloch's letter was
probably Martin's idea, said the officers.
'
In other conflicts, dissenting officers and their opinions are not
reported to the senate, and this creates an illusive 'full-support
decision, said the first officer It "does not make a difference the
way an officer votes in the executive council because Martin
reports our decisions to the senate as unanimous," the officer
What emerges is a divided executive council with Bolander and
Cunningham on one side, and Martin and Lawrence on the other
side. Smith is the 'swing person' on the executive council as she
said in the Nov. 2 issue of The Breeze.
More compromises
and togetherness in the executive council might strengthen the
leadership according to Willner and commuter senator Mark
Kline, but this is unlikely because Cunningham and Bolander are
aware of Martin's lack of leadership, and his tactics, which they
disagree with, said the first source.
,,
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Christmas dance a success?
To the editor:
The recent Breeze stories
about the student government
raise the question of SGA
priorities
The
Student
Government Association lost
at least $500 from its annual
- Christinas dance as 25 tickets
were sold for $8.00 each. SGA
Secretary
Debbie Smith
called the dance "a success in
that everyone there had a
good time and the band was
good." (The Breeze, Friday,
Dec. 7, 1979)
Who benefited from the
dance? Well, 25 couples from
a student body of 8,387, and
the band who received its
money.
It is interesting that the
student government treats a
large financial loss from its
Christmas dance with kid
gloves.
When
Chrysalis
requests money, the student
government removes the
gloves to reveal iron fists and
bashes the literary magazine.
After all, the SGA "is not a

ative
typewriters
inconvenient

.

To the editor:
If any of you are like myself,
you waited until after
Thanksgiving to type your
term projects. If you have
your own typewriter, then
consider yourself extremely
lucky. If you were dependent
on the school's typewriters
then you discovered that three
of the five machines were outof-order. Needless to say this
situation caused a great inconvenience
for
many
students, and the possibility of
late papers. I registered a
verbal complaint at the
Warren University Union
information desk and they
directed me to the Student
Government Office. So off I
trekked to see Mr. SGA
himself, Dave Martin.
I explained my position, and
the
condition
of
the
typewriters.
NonvMkally,
Martin stated that he didn't
want to be bothered about
typewriters. Verbally he said
close to the same thing: "The
machines
are
regularly
breaking down" and "there's
nothing I can do." Except buy
more machines—they cost
1700—each. Well, Mr. Martin, I'd be
willing to pay an extra dollar
tuition to have an additional 10
typewriters available for
students' use. If you take a
machine that "regularly
needs service" out for service
and replace it with one that
was just serviced, then you
have a reliable, efficient
service—but then what does a
bureaucracy know about
reliability and efficiency.
The university has a
responsibility to the student
body of supplying a typewriter
service. Conversely, it's not
unreasonable for students to
expect that this service should
be operational.
Tom Barclay
*W

free hand to fund conventions," SGA President
Dave Martin has said Furthermore, he sees Chrysalis
as the sole responsibility of
the administration "If they
(Chrysalis editors) believe
conventions are so important,
they should propose that to
whoever funds them (the
School of Fine Arts and
Communication)," he says.
Mr. Martin misses the point.
Perhaps one convention may
be important only to the
editors of Chrysalis. Yet there
is a compelling reason for the
SGA to give some funds to
Chrysalis. The magazine

provides the literary and
artistically-minded students
an opportunity to share their
work with the rest of us. The
SGA is neglecting a creative
effort that can bring out the
best in us.
I suppose many SGA
senators might say they
support Chrysalis, but they
are unwilling to fund it Lip
service does not help the
magazine—money does.
When the SGA's performance is evaluated, it will
be said that discos and free ice
cream on Activities Day were
more important than the
college literary magazine.
William Sullivan

An 'unofficial publication'
To the editor:
This letter is intended to
inform The Breeze and the
students of James Madison
University that The Breeze is
an.
"unofficial
college
publication" which should
never be used as a reference
for information related to a
student's personal time table.
Last semester, The Breeze
printed an incorrect final
examination schedule which
would at first seem to be a less
than tragic error. However,
the information that I have
gathered about the matter
toads me to believe that The
Breeze should never print
another exam schedule. For
example, any student who
used The Breeze exam
schedule to mark their
calendar ran the risk of
missing an examination and
later finding that their excuse
is not considered legitimate. I
checked out several sources
on this problem, receiving my
final answer from the office of
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vicepresident of academic affairs.

The answer given from that
office was that under no
circumstances would the
excuse
be
considered
legitimate
because
The
Breeze is not an "official
college publication" Also, no
comment was given in
response to the question of
whether or not The Breeze
should be allowed to print the
exam schedule.
Obviously, the "rules" are
unfair to The Breeze ami the
students. Therefore, The
Breeze
should
either
discontinue printing the exam
schedule in the future to avoid
the situation or take the
matter up with those in
authority so as to provide
some protection for students
in the case of printed errors in
the exam schedules. If there
are any students who were
penalized on their exams
because of this situation—
their grade disadvantage
should be reversed immediately.
John B. Font

Faculty petition contest
To Ike editor:
• f
We,
the
undersigned
members of the faculty,
believe the presence on
campus of a "Miss America"
-pageant undermines values
Important to an academic
community. For this reason,
we believe University support
for this beauty contest is
inappropriate.
We
urge
members of our community to

question the activity and, if
inclined, to boycott future
events
of
this
kind.
Dr.
Brace
Botching

Editor's note: The above
Ctitton was signed by M ether
cnlty members.
For a
complete listing asd news
story see page one.

Breeze requests letters
The Breeze welcomes
letters and editorials
regarding campus, local,
state, national and international issues. All
letters and editorials are
subject to editing and
should include the author's
name.
address
and
telephone number.
Unsolicited editorials can
be found under the

Guestspot logo, and letters
to the editor come under
Header's Forum. All other
editorials and columns on
these pages that carry a
by-line represent the
opinion of an individual
Breeze staff member and
not necessarily the opinion
of the Breeze. Editorials
representing the opinion of
the Breeze do not carry a
by-Jine.
_.

'80 elections

Third parties
can play role
By DONNA SIZEMORE
When someone mentions political parties and affiliation, immediately the Democrats and Republicans come to mind.
This is because these two parties nave dominated the American
political machine for most of its 200 years, both from an influential standpoint and at the ballot box.
Anyone who expects to become president is almost forced to
join one of these parties for the obvious reasons of inherent
prestige, financial becking and the power of association.
Whenever one reads about the evolution of the American
political system, the accomplishments and failures of the
Democrats and Republicans ml tomes.
But, what about third parties? Third parties have played a significant role in this country's
history by springing up during times of great trouble and
disillusionment with the status quo.
It is no secret that the United States is now experiencing a time
of great trouble. We are in the midst of inflation, energy
problems, and loss of world status.
Our country is being manipulated by the Iranians. There seems
to be few affirmative actions our leaders can take. People are
discontent with our government. Most political polls dearly indicate that the people have little faith in the government
Once again a third party has been formed. The party, known as
the Constitution Party, is being developed by Mrfrtrlm Thomson,
former governor of New Hampshire. He has announced his
candidacy for the presidency.

The new Constitution party's Meldrim
Thomson is running for president
One can not help but wonder what role this new party might
play at such a crucial time in history.
But whatever its impact, the movement exemplifies the gnat
importance of third parties to the American political system.
They provide a channel for dissatisfied voters to openly voice
their concern at the place where it counts most: the voting booth.
While third parties rarely win elections, they can affect the
outcome. In close elections such as the 1976 presidential race
between Carter and Ford, the effect of third parties can prove to
be the deckling factor, especially in the electoral college system.
Voters who choose to cast their ballots for a third party candidate are in a sense rejecting the two major parties.
In a situation where a third party develops as a spin-off of a
fragmented parry system, these votes can turn the tide of an
election.
The candidacy of Theodore Roosevelt offers a prime example.
Although Roosevelt was an extremely popular president, be could
not gain re-election under the Bull Mouse Party. Why? Because it
developed as a spin-off of disillusioned Republicans, thus causing
what was intiaUy a party split. Fragmentation of the party and a
split in voting helped send Woodrow Wilson to the White House
It would bea logical assertion that this happens often in politics,
though perhaps on a smaller and more invisible scale.
Third parties also jivejpeopie an opjwttunHyto unite for a
common cause. The Populists, under the leadership of William
Jennings Bryan, are a prime example.
During the era of the Populists, the United States monetary
system was under question. Bryan led his party in a fight for an
adoption of silver currency. His famous "Cross of Gold" speech is
still remembered today. Even though Bryan and Ids followers
were not successful at the ballot box, many of the ideals they
advocated were eventually adopted.
Third parties do affect our political system in small ways at
crucial moments in history.
The United States stands on the brink of one of these crucial
periods, if not already in the middle of one.
It is doubtful that Thomson can win the next election. However,

Mf^Mm&^WMJw.* mmt mm tea Jk^aonnTryls future, depending on the platform it develops.
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JMU Mascot
Duke M brings luck at his premier appearance
By MAUREEN R1LEY
Four-leaf cloven
and
rabbit's feet move over.
The Duke is here.
In his premier appearance
as the official James Madison
University mascot, Duke III
brought unprecedented luck to
the JMU basketball team
when they beat Virginia
Commonwealth University for
the first time ever Saturday.
The seven-month-old
English bulldog was introduced as the new mascot
by Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity after the National
Anthem was played before the
game.
Duke III replaces Duke II,
who died in August 1978. SPE,
who had been looking for a
replacement since then, found
Duke in at a breeder in Richmond
•THERE WERE three or

during the games.
When not performing his
official duty, Duke lives as a
normal dog, and has a family
of his own. The Nelson's have
added Duke as a member to'
their already very universityoriented family consisting of
Dr. William Nelson, head of
the Political Science department here; his wife, Dr.
Eileen Nelson, a psychology
professor
here;
their
daughter. Pam a JMU
cheerleader; and their son,
Russell, a JMU senior. "We
don't just like Duke, we love
him," said Mrs. Nelson.
They offered to keep Duke
because "we wanted to make
sure someone who would love
him would have him, she
said.

•

IT APPEARS that Duke will
have no trouble being loved at
the Nelson's.

to an English bulldog, but I don't know
anyone who couldn't love Duke/
four bulldog puppies, but
Duke had the best personality
and best disposition," said
Jeff Bolander, a member of
SPE, who had the idea for his
fraternity to find a dog as a
service project for the
university.
SPE bought the dog for
about $500; and they are
recovering some of their
expenses by selling "shares of
The Duke" to students in the
Warren University Union. The
shares, at $.50 each, are being
purchased
as
novelties,
Bolander said.
The university owns the
dog, who will be present at all
home basketball and football
Smes. Members of SPE will
ce turns transporting the
dog to and from the games,
and will take care of him

"I never thought I could get
attached to en English
bulldog, but I don't know how
anyone could not love Duke,"
Mrs. Nelson said.
He is a 58-pound puppy and
should eventually weigh 85
pounds, she said He will
attend obedience school,
beginning next week, where
he will learn to obey commands and possibly some
tricks. The university will pay
for all of Duke's expenses,
including obedience school
and medical treatment.
Bulldogs are a difficult
breed to care for because they
are extremely susceptible to
heat, which is why Duke left
the basketball game right
after half-time, said Bolander.
During the game, Duke
barked at the band, received

Hut* fry OMrtw A. Fait*

is still a pappy a ad will be attending school
ample attention and was
brought outside for fresh air.
"He was exhausted when he
got home," Mrs. Nelson said,
and Duke snored louder than

next week. He was discovered by Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternltv.

normal that night
LIVING WITH A celebrity
has been an experience so far
for the Nelsons. Duke doesn't
bark when people come to the

mo* By Otarlw A. F.HO

DR WILLIAM NELSON and bis wife, Dr. Eileen Nelson, both
JMU professors, took Duke KB, to because -we waiitedjo make

sure someone who loved him would have him," said Mrs. Nelson.
The Nelsons take care of the dog and the university owns Dike.

door, "he just goes to the door,
because he's sure they are
coming
to see him—and he's
right,r Mrs. Nelson said.
Duke has no favorite in the
family, "I think he knows he's
supposed to bestow his favors
on everyone," she said, "He's
definitely not a one-man dog,"
added Bolander.
Duke has found a pal with
Beagle, the Nelson's female
beagle. However, Beagle
wasn't thrilled when Duke ate
the wicker basket where she
sleeps.
The Nelson's 13-year-old
cat, however, was terrified of
Duke. When the cat saw Duke,
it stayed under a bed for three
days and later left the house
for two weeks.
Although he likes to munch
on wicker and plants, Duke
doesna bed for three days and
later left the house for two
weeks.
Although he likes to munch
on wicker and plants, Duke
doesn't bite people. He tries to
be so good, Mrs.<Nelson said.
He eats about four cups of food
a day and he likes to chew
leather bones. "We feel very
responsible for him," she
said.
He seems to know his job
and performs it with ease,
Mrs. Nelson saidShe concluded that "It's like
he always knew he was going
to be a Duke."

